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*INTRODUCTION
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This workbook was designed to provides the library manager or superviso with a basic'
understanding of Microcomputer hardware, software, procurement, an upervision.
While the workbook will act as an integral part of the Texas State library Summer 1982
workshop series, MICROCOMPUTERS AND THE LIBRARY, it can also be used independently as
an -bit roductory text. Many topics presented in abbreviated form in the workbook will
be Fliscussed at length during the workshops and, readers who are using the workbook
alone are encouraged to supplement this document 'with readings listed in the
bibl iography .

It is important to remember that the technology of microcomputers is in a state of
almost constant change. For this reason, some materials presented in this workbook
will probably be outdated by the year 1984 and it is up to the reader to use this
workbook as only a starting place, constantly reviewing the professional literature
for new trends and opportunities of how the microcomputer can best perform in the
I ibra ry envi ronment .
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THE MICRO TECHNOLOGY REVOLUTION

During the early 1970s, the electronics industry in the United.States experienced a
significant technological revolution. This revolution was the refinement of the
design, manufacture, and use of microelectronic circuits, commonly called micropro-
cessor chips. The use of these chips by ,businesses and general consumers is con-
tinuing to grow and expand. It is estimated, for example, that if AT&T were to rely
on human operated telephone connections, instead of microprocessor driven telecom-
munications switching, the work forCe necessary to operate the system would require
the entire U.S. female population between the ages of 18 and 45.

Because Of the advances in microprocessor
instead of a mechlnical assembly prqcess,
the manufacture of a new computer circuit
several years to as little as 6 months, as

manufacture using a photographic
the time necessary to design and
was significantly reduced from a
described below.

1. Definition of chip arOitecture
2. Circuit design and tetsting
3. Software development
4. Processing/manufacture procedures

process
implement
period of

1 to 2 months
1 to 2 months
2 to 3 months
2 to 3 months

Total Development Time 6 to 10 months *

This ability tO respond to custom circuit design needs made it possible for many more
manufacturers of consulner and computer products to continually ex'pand and improve
their produCts. A good example can be seen in the experiences of the calculator
industry from 1970 to 1980. In 1971, the Sharp Electronics Corporation marketed a
four function calculator (add, subtract, multiply, and divide) for $395.00. Eight

years later, in 1979, tht same company released a ten function caluclator at a retail
cost of $10.95. This was:accomplished due to a, tremendous drop in the price of custom
manufactured microprocessor circuits. The unit cost of computing transactions con-
tinues to drop and it is predicted that this trend will continue through the 1980's.

Costs of 10;000 Computations

1952 $ 1.26.
1958 0.26
1964 0.12
1970 0.05
1975 0.01
1985 0.005

It is predicted that at the end of the 1980's, technological innovations in the design
and manufacture of Microprocessor circuits will have hit a peak and cease to improve
at such alarming rates. Once this technological saturation point has been reached,
developers will most likely begin to look to new industrial opportunities, such as'
more advanced software development, which will continue to

8
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improve performance in the microprocessor industry and market. The microprocessor
will continue growing as a more important part of everyday life, and easier for all
types of consumers to use and enjoy.

Source: McGlynn/Microprocessor Technologies
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HOW A MICROPROCESSOR CHIP IS MADE

One of the important components which has contributed to the inexpensive cost of com-
puting power is the integrated microprocessor chip. UnfortunaIely, many lay persons,
librarians included, view this as an almost magical process. ethe actual process of
chip manufacturing is quite straightforward and easily understood. Presented in this

secticin is a simplified explanation of how a chip is made. By gajning insight into
this one aspect of microprocessor manufacture-technology, the reader will better
appreciate the reasons that computing power has grown so fast tand why microcomputers
will continue to grow in numbers and popularity.

Chips are manufactured using a substance called silicon. Silicon was selected because
it can conduct electricity, like other metal crystals, and is easy to make and control
in a manufacturing operation. Silicon has another important feature useful in the
process of chip making. By adding extra electrons to the crystal or removing electrons
from the crystal, the silicon can be made to either conduct electricity or not conduct
electrictity. This allows the manufacturers to control patterns of electrical flow,
just as if wires were used, by changing-the electron properties of small adjacent
a'reas of the silicon crystal.

Step 1. The process starts with the
creation of pure silicon wafers,
approximately 3 inches in diameter,
using a process similar to that used
in the production of other crystal
substances, such as rock candy.
These silicon wafers are then
'doped' loaded with p-impurities, a
lack of electrons in the crystal.

Step 2. The silicon wafers are
loaded into ovens, exposed to hot
gases (2000+ degrees), wilich results
in the deposit of a film of n-type
silicon film on the wafer.

Step 3. The wafers are then exposed
to an oxygen based gas which results
in a film of silicon dioxide on top
(A the n-type silicon film. The
wafer now has three layers of sili-
con-baled substances, each layer
haiing different electrical con-
ducting property.

p-TYPE SILICON

n-TYPE FILM

p-TYPCSILICON

SILICON DIOXIDE FILM
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Step 4. The circuit designer has
prepared drawings of all of the
electrical channels and switches
(similar to electrical wires) which
should be embedded in the chip.
This drawing is repeatedly reduced,
using photographic techniques, until
it is the same size as the silicon
wafer. The drawing is placed on the
wafer and exposed to ultraviolet (UV)
light. Where there are lines on the
reduced version of the drawing, the
UV light is blocked from hitting the
silicon dioxide layer. Where there

,

is space between the lines of the
drawinefhe UV light hits the
cork dioxide layer and hardens. the
substance. - The wafer is removed
rcorn the light and washed with che-

micals. What remains are small
lines Whereever the UV light hit the
silicon dioxide and small valleys
exist where the silicon dioxide Was
washed away.

Step 5:',Nlow that the rafer has small
windows peeking through the top
layer of the silicon wafer, the
wafer is exposed to gases which
create a, shortage of electrons in
the middle layer of the wafer,
whereever the small windows are pre-
sent.

Step 6. The series of channels- 'and
windows of silicon dioxide are
removed, leaving the wafer Qvith two
layers, the top layer having various
sections of P7type and some sections
of n-type.

"Step 7. The surface is again covered
with silicon dioxide, exposed to
ultriviolet light, and small chan-
nels and wIthdoWs pre formed..

Step 8. This time extra electrons
are passed through the windows

changing the properities of' the
second layer of silicon to n,type
where ever a window is present.

SILICON DIOXIDE
PRESENT

REMOVE%)

4/Mk /Mk

4

-.

p-TYPEIMPLiRITIES

ak.f.

ALL SiLICOR DIOXIDE REMOVED

TC-77.

NEW SILICON DIOXIDE'

r

n.TYPE IMPUATIES

4 1 1

Fk

41
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Step 9. This photo-engraving process
continues until all of the various
drawings are put on the chip in the
multiple layers. The chip is then
covered with an aluminum outer
covering aria the chip is completed.

-

r:110

t

CROSS SECTION OF FINISHED CHIP.

From this point the microprocessor finished chips are assembleti by attaching the
chips to circuit boards and circuit board frames. After these connections are
tested, thee microprocessor is read for assembly in the device is was designed to
support.

ASSEMEILED MICROPROCESSOR

,J

12 ,1
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INTERNAL MEMORIES AND DATA STQRAGE

The heart of the microcomputer is composed' of the central processing unit (CPU) and
the internal memories. All functions are performed by microrirocessors. Each

microprocessor, however, is designed differently to accomplish certain specific
tasks. The cooperative_ completion of tasks by the various micibbrocesSors produces
the desired results, whether the task is to add numbers, sort names, br circulate
books.

eENTRAL PIRXESSING UNIT.

The central processing unit is'composed of microprocessbrs which perform all calcula-
tions and decision.making. The CPU is, made of of a number of different microprocessor
functkxis.

I.
REGISTERS ARITHMETIC LOGIC

UNIT

CLOCK

CONTROL
UNIT

DATA BUS

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)

Arithmetic and Logic 'Unit. This is the area of the CPU where all arithmetic calcula-
tions take place. Logic, such as sorting or examining the value of a particular data
field, is also performed by this series of microprocessors. This unit has only the
ability to receive information and make a decision or calculation with the infor-
mation provided. If the decision made at step A is then to be .used in making the
decision at step B, the arithmetic/logic microprocesor has no place to store the
result of A which will be used in step B. For this reason, a special type of circuit
is added to the microprocessor, called the accumulator, which stores values needed
for an additional calculation. The accumulator acts as a scratch pad for caldula-
tions and sorting.

Registers!, These are microprocessors which, like the accumulator, store informatioh.
The more registers that a CPU has, the faster calculations can be performed since
information is readily available. The number of registers varies from machine to
machine.

13
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Control Unit. The control unit is simply a microprocessor with responsibility for
transfering information to and from the registers and to the arithmetic/logic unit,
etc. The control unit also directs what information flows in and out of the CPU for
processing. The control unit "controls' and coordinates the actions of the CPU
microprocessors.

Microcomputer Clock. This is a special processor chip which is responsible for timing
all actions taken in the CPU. The clock sends regularly timed electrical pulses
through the entire computer device signaling the various steps to take place. On most
microcomputers, the clock pulses at a rate between 2 and 4 million times per second.

Data Buses. These are special microprocessor chips which transfer data in and out of
the CPU.

MEMORIES.
Memory devices store ineormation, long or short term, which the computer needs to
carry out a particular function. There are two categories of memory.

1. Internal Memory. This is a series of microprocessors which store a limited amount
of information needed 'by the CPU to.perform calculations or sorting type func-
tions.

2. External Memory. This is the storage medium for large amounts of information not
readily needed for processing and is usually contained on a peripheral device.
Microcorriputers depend on fToppy disk, cassette tapes, and hard disks for most
external memory storage of .data. These are decribed in more detail in subsequent
sections.

Internal Memory.

Microcomputers have.different amounts of internal memory. Generally speaking, the
more internal memory that a microcomputer has available for procesing support, the
faster that processing can take place. This is because the computer must continually
travel back and forth to get information from the external memory devices when it is

not possible to store all the information needed in the internal memory. The way in
which internal memory is measured and referenced is by how many characters can be

stored at any giv'en time. For example, if 1 microprocessor can store 1,024 characters
of information (called bytes), and if the microcomputer owned by the library has 4
internal memory microprocessors, the computer has 4,096 characters of internal memory.
Since -the storage capacity of a given microprocessor is expressed in numeric values
which do not end in even numbers, computer enthusiasts have developed jargon which is
commonly used to measure the various increments of both internal and external memory

storage capacities.

1K = 1,024 bytes
2K = 2,048 bytes
4K = 4,096 bytes
8K = 8,196 bytes

16K = 16,384 bytes
32K = 32,768 bytes
64K = 65,536 bytes

128K = 131,072 bytes
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Microprocessors are manufactured, with, very few exceptions, in increments of 2K quan-
tities. For for this reason that you,will not find machines with 35K,, 9K, etc.
internal memories. For a review of the various technologies of internal memory
microprocessors, see Appendix 1."
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MICRO BUS STANDARDS AND CONFIGURATIONS

One of the factqrs which shoia be carefully investigated by the library when
purchasing microcomputer equipment is Its ability to be upgraded. The library should
select a microcomputer which can expand in memory resources and peripiieral devices as
new needs and applications are discovered. _In looking for upgrade flexibility in the
hardware, tuo basic questions should be asked:

1) How many expansion board interface slots, for either memory or peripheral
device upgrades, are available ?

Of these upgradeable interface slots, what bus configuration is required ?

Inventory of the Available Upgrade Interface Slots. In order to answer'the first
question, inventory the number of interface and expansion slots that the microcom-
puter provides. Examining the product technical literature or the equipment itself
should make this possible.

Before any peripheral.devices or additional memory can be added to ove microcomputer,
a microprocessor board (memory expansion board or controller board for peripheral
devices) must be plugged into one of the expansion slots. Obviously, if there are no.
expansion slots available, it is not possible to add a microprocessor boar4 which
will allow the addition of game paddles. If, however, there are 4 expansion slots
available, the controller for the game paddles can be added and the microcomputer
would then have 3 remaining expansion slots.

The best way to inventory the number of slots available,-,and any restrictions on their
use, is to prepare a schematic diagram of each microcomputer being seriously con-
sidered. This process is described in Appendix 5. After all diagrams have been pre-
Pared, it will be relatively easy to define and compare each type of equipment in
terms of expansion opportunities.

x

16
,
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Determining Bus Configurations for Interface Slots. If a particular microcomputer
does have a sufficient number of empty expansion sloes-, "verify that the expansion
microprocessor boards and the open slots are hardware compatible. Compati4ility is
determined when the expansion microprocessor board and the open slot have the same
'bus configuration'. By 'configuration' we mean the size and shape of the circuit
card on which the microcomputer chips are mounted. The 'bus' is the number, size,
'and location df the various signal pins which fit into the open slot devices.
Unfortunately, the microcomputer industry, has not standardized one special type of
bus.configuration which all 'manufacturers use. For this reason, not all expansion
cards will fit into all machines.

5-100 Bus Configuration. The 5-100 bus configuration is so common and widely used
that it is a de facto industry standard. Most of the hardware and software on the
market is designed to operate on computers which use the 5-100 bus. The IEEE Computer
Society Microprocessor Standards Committee was organized to adopt standards which
will likely be identical to the 5-100 design because of its wide popularity.
Consider a microcomputer which uses the 5-100, or is,at a minimum 5-100 compatible.
The principle advantages of using a 5-100 technology machine are:

1 ) independence. There are eight dif fe rent manufacturers of micropro-
cessor boards (6809,6802,6800,6502,8080A,8085,2650, and 180) which are
designed to be compatible with the S-100 bus. No other bus offers
this variety of computer architectures.

More available haidware support. There are many more manufacturers of
plug-in expansion boards (in excess of 100) which are 5-100 bus com-
patible, offering the widest choice of expansion options.

3) More computing power. The 5-100 bus provides the most computing power
in a variety of computer architecture areas, including, I/0 ports,
memory addressing, data transfer r.ate, etc.

4) Most software 'available. There are many times more aOplications soft-
ware, operating systems, and computer languages for the S-100 thanijor
any other microcomputer system.

17
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LSI-11 Bus Configuration. This is a bus configuration, very different and not com-
patible with the 5-100 bus, developed by the Digital Equipment Corporation. This ,

type of, bus card and all LSI-11 microprocessor cards can only be used in LSI-11, type
computers and the Heath H-11 system. The expansion boards which use the LSI-01 tech-
nology tend to be higher priced than the 5-100 bus expansion options.

Multibus Configuration. The Multibus was developed by the Intel Corporation for use
in 8080/8085 microprocessorsystems only. As with the LSI-11, this expansion equip-
ment tends to be higher in Cost than the S-100 type expansions.



PERIPHERAI DEVICES

KtYBOARD
The keyboard is the most common input device used in microcomputing. The keyboard

usuallies completely assemhled and Without negotiable options, unlike many of the

otheryinicrocomputer compánents. There are important differences in the way that

keyboards are designed and how,t-hey operate; differences which should be considered
carefully in the selection of the microcomputer.

Keyboard Switch Technologies

The primary purpose of the keyboard
the operator and transmit. these
of capturing individual-`
keystrokes is accomplished by
a special technology called
'keyboard switch technology'.

'In examining any microconr-
puter, acknoWledge fe type of
keyboard sytitch te6hnology
used. Each of the five dif-
ferent switch types has a
'life cycle', a predicted
maximum number of keystrdik
depressions that it is
designed- to withstand before
malfunctioning should occur.
This can be important for the
library microcomputer since it
will most likely receive more
use than the average hardware
operated by ,a hobbyist or pro-
fessional.

device is to capture individual kelistrokes from
values for processing by .the computer. This process

Mechanical Switch: This is the least expensive of switch devices and uses a plunger
type mechanism which results in a metal to metal contact. Life
cycle of 8-10 million cycles.

Reed Switch: Also a mechanical switching device, the Reed switch uses metal rods
(reeds) packaged in an airtight substance. This prevents environmental
damage to the switch. Life cycle of 80-100 million cycles.

Capacitance Switch:

Hall Effect Switch:

Capacitance is a noncontact switch which uses plates, which
when shifted, causes a change in electrical charge called a
change of capacitance in the line. Life cycle of 100+
million cycles.

Like the mechanical switch, the
plunger action mechanism which,
moves a magnet within range of
This transducer receives a shift
generates an electrical signal.
cycles.

Hall Effect Switch uses a
when the key is, depressed,
a Hall effect transducer.
of magnetic charge and
Life cycle of 80+ million



Saturable Ferrite Core Switch: Similar to the Hall effect switch, the Core switch
uses a magnet attached to the key cylinder in the plunger device.
Periodically each second, pulses are send to the ferrite core base
of each key switch device. If the key has not been depressed, the
magnet on the plunger inhibits (by saturating with magnetism) the
key from responding; if however, the key has been depressed, the
ferrite core cannot be saturated by the magnet and sends an
electrical charge indicating the keystroke.

In selecting the keyboard device, be particularly careful about microcomputeis on
which you plan to allow users to play video games. These games usually make heavy
use of certain individual key switches for particular actions in the game, such as
'space bar' for FIRE MISSLES.

Rollover Interpretation

K very, important consideration' in the selection of a keyboard is rollover interpreta-
tion, how the keyboard interprets twa or more key switches which are hit at the same
time. On th.2 IBM Selectric I typewriter, when two keys are, depressed simultaneously,
the character '-' (dash) is displayed. Because of memory storage in the keyboard
mechanism itself, computer terminals and electronic 'typewriters have two basic
methods of handling rollover:

4-,

2-Key Interpretation: This method Can interpret only when two keys,are pressed
simultaneously. The memory stores both keystrokes and assu-
mes that the first keystroke released is keystroke the opera-
tor intended to depress first. If more than two keystrokes
are depressed, the excess keys do not usually register.

n-Key Interpretation: This keyboard device has a much larger memo- ry and can store 3
or more keystrokes (up to n keystrokes as indicated by the
manufacturer). It ako assigns keystroke
order by the sequence in which key switches are released

43iay .the operator.

Keystroke Automatic Repeat

This type of keyboard contains special microprocessors which allow the operator to
simply depress certain keys and the keystroke will be repeated until the operator
releases the key switch. This is particularly helpful to libraries in preparing
documents which require underlining, etc.

(. '`)

Special Character Abilities

Some keyboards have overlays which allow the same key switches to represent many hun-
dereds of different characters. For example, in the cataloging process, some ter-
minals have 'special microprocessor boards which can understand the Cyrillic alphabet
or Japanese pictorial characters. The operator sends a special messagb tp the
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microprocessor indicating ich special character set is desired, places an overlay (cap
pictures) over the keys oke caps, and then using the same key switches produces

entirely different char ters. To date, this is not found in microcomputers but will
probably be added when the consumer market requests it in large numbers.

Keystroke Programmability

Programmability of key switches allows the operator to perform many, somepmes
thousands, of special operations with a single keystroke. This procedure is
,accomplished in two ways:

Pad Function Keys: Some keyboards have keys designateil as 'PF1', 'PF2', etc., or wha-
tever the individual manufacturer uses as an abbreviation. The

programmer assigns a complete program, a long sequence of instruc-
tions, to be performed whenever the oPerator depresses the PF type
key.

User Programmable: This describes the process of the user instructing a particular
'program' type key to perform some specific task for a temporary
period of time. The operator turns the key 'ON' by depressing the
key one time, then proceeds to actually perform the desired proce-
dure on the keyboard. When the procedure is complete, the
'program' key is depreSsed a second time turning it 'OFF'. From
this time forward, whenever the program key is hit, it 'remembers'
the keystrokes the operator performed and duplicates them.

e

4
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atT TERMINAL

The CRT, tathode,ray tube, type terminal is the most common and popular device used

with microcomputers to display information. First commercially introduced by IBM in
1965, the CRT is simply a television type tube which uses microprocessors to assist

it in .displaying characters, graphics, or color images. There are two tyPes of CRT
devices:

CRT T erminal. This device includes the cathode.ray tube, keyboard device, and tan
contain limited memory microprocessors. This type of terminal is used
primarily with.larger computer systems.

Video Monitor. Many mic rocomputers do inot require the use of a CRT terminal device.
Direct video output is provided by the connection of the microcomputer
to a television or video monitor., eliminating the need for the more
expensive full CRT. The keyboard device is included in the microcom-
puter mechanism when using this type of hardware configuration.

The microcomputer industry no formal standard for how man); characters should be
displayed on a CRT screen, but most terminals are designed to .have 24 lines of 80
characters each (1920 characters). Some microcomputers, such as Apple, have less
display area than this de facto standard. These microcomputers can, however, be,
upgraded to a larger display area by adding additional microprocessors

CRT devices are reliable and cause few problems to the average user. They should be
positioned on a sturdy table at a recommended height of 26 inches, the same as a
typewriter stand. Work spate is needed on at least one side of the CRT terminal and
if located in an area which is carpeted, anti-static mats should be used. When'

adjusting the brightness (intensity) of the characters, avoid settings which are in

the 'high' ranges which will damage or 'burn', the CRT tube mechanism. Burning has
taken place when the CRT is off and shadows and spots are visible on the tube backing
where displays remain fixed for extended periods of time.

When locating the CRT in the library, face the CRT screen away from bright lights and
windows. Screens are subject to distracting glare and this interferes with efficient
use. Should glare result from all angles, glare screens and shields are available
from microcomputer suppliers.

Some CRT terminals have microprocessors which allow special types of displays on the
screen. Dual intensity screens display characters at two levels of brightness. For

example, an operator outlines a form in high intensity and enters data onto the form
in regular intensity. The other primary special feature offered on some terminals is
the process of reverse video prOjection. Instead of white characters on a dark

Nackground, the background is altered so that characters are dark on light intensity
atkground.

9 1)
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CASSETTE STORAGE
Audio cassette tape storage -devices Are one of the most popular storage mediums for
microcomputers. Until recently, tape storage was accomplished on high fidelity tape
machines connected to the microcomputer. More recently, new magnetic tape systems
have been- introduced on the market which are intended solely. for use with microcom-
puters and use 1/4 or-1/2 inch tape, similar to large data processing tape machines.

The primary reason that this stprage method has and continues to be so popular is the
low cost, both for the cassette-machine ark,i_pe cassette tapes. When properly main-
tained, the cassette 'storage method is very reliable and easily transportable from
one microcomputer to another. The principle disadvantage to using cassette
storage is the relatively slow speed of operation. For example, if a 60-minute tape
cassette is used to store a long application program, it will take approximately
25-30 minutes. for that program to be read and stored into the computer memory. This

is about 10 times slower than magnetic disk storage.

A newer technology using the magnetic tape medium is the cartridge backup system,
designed for use with hard disk drives. These tape devtces are designed specifically
for computer storage and bear little resemblance to high fidelity cassette recorders.
Each tape cartridges can hold approximately 40+ million characters of information.
Microcomputers read tape cartridges at approximately 12 minutes per cartridge. While

the performance of this type tape system is far superior to high fidelity type
cassette storage, the cartridge devices are very expensive and out of the reach of
most hobby or professional microcomputer users.

Care of the Cassette Storage Device

The primary problem of cassette stOrage devices is improper use and maintanence. -The
following guidelines should prevent the majority of difficulities encountered when
using this storage method.

1) Where possible, avoid the use of traditional high fidelity tapes in the machines.
Special 'data tapes' are manufactured specifically for use with computers and
these tapes will produce better results for the average user. Data type tapes
haie no leader, the tape has a thinner chromium dixiode coating specifically
designed to store higher digital frequencies, and the mechanical cassette parts
are of a higher quality than high fidelity tapes. If !data tapes' are not
readily available, use the higher quality high fidelity tapes, such as Maxell-UD
or TDK-AD.

2) Do not use 'long-play' type cassettes. Cassettes of the 30 or 60 minute variety
are reliable, but 90 or 120 minute cassettes are subject to tape stretching.

3) Tape machine,drive heads and rollers should be cleaned at regular intervals, pre-
ferably after 10-12 liburs of use.

4) Tapes should be wound at a uniform and moderate speed. Avoid the layering of
tapes, a process where the tape is only partially used, played and then rewound
only part G'vay through the tape. This results in different tension levels on
parts of the tape spool.
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Special Tape Storage Problem's

When supervisilg a microcomputer program which uses cassette tape storage devices,
prepared tc; encounter and correct the following types of common tape related
problems.

Print Through. This is the loss of the data or program stored on a magnetic tape due

to magnetic seep. The problem is caused by the casette being wound too tight,
usually by the fast rewind facility, and being stored for an extended period of time
without use. Because of the tight wind, the magnetic charges seep through the tape
layers -and alter magnetic qualities on the tape. Particularly discouraging to users,
only some portions of the tape may, be affected but, depending on the data, the entire
tape might be unusable.

Tape CinChing. Ihis is the ripple or bunching effect within die spool of tape,
resulting from the tape being wound at different speeds at different locations of the
tape. Once this occurs, the tape can be damaged by tape stretching or slipping of
feeder runners and of scraping the sides of the cassette cartridge.

Dirt Contamination. This is a result of poor care of the equipment and the use of
inferior cassette tapes. Dust and lint collect in the read/write mechanisrys: of the
tape machine damaging both machine and cassette tapes. The use of poor quality
cassette tapes results in a buildup of chromium dixoide oh the read/write head, again
potentially damaging the equiPment and interfering with proper performance.

Variations in Tape Speed. This is usually caused by slipping belts or improperly
balanced pressure rollers in the cassette machine. It can also be a sign that tape
stretching has occured.

Azimuth Alignment. This is the result of an azimuth effect, an arching or improper
contact between the read/write mechanism and the magnetic tape as it travels through
the rollers. It is usually resolved,. by simply adjustments.
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The floppy disk is now the most popular external storage medium for microcomputers.
More application software is available on floppy disk than on any other format.
Floppies are also the primary cause of all computer failure problems. By. studying

the 'proper use and handling of the floppy disk and disk drive mechanism, 75% ofall
computer failures can be avoided.

Understanding the Floppy Diskette

Parts of the Diskette. Floppy diskettes come in two standard sizes, 8 inches
made of a mylar disk 0.005 inches thick(floppy) and 5 1/4 inches (flippy). It is

which is coated on both sides
with oxide to form a magnetic
sen-sitive surface. The mylar,'
oxide dislNis covered with a
plastic pacl'19ter and ellen
encasecHn a protectiye enve-
lope. The protective envelope
has several special features.
First is an oblong hole,
called an access hole, which
allows the read/write-head on
the disk drive mechanism to
make, contact 'with the, mylar
diskette. The timing hole
allows the ,disk' drive to
locate and'monitor how the
disk is located when reading
ar writing actions are to
occur. On one of the envelope
edges will be a write protec-
tion-hole. The purpose of the
prOtection hole is to prevent
the accidentel damage of
information stored on the
diskette. On the 8 inch
diskettes, protection, is au0-
matically envoked when the
hole is uncovered; 5 1/4 inch
flippies are protected when
the hole is covered. Upon
close examination, you should find two smal
These alignment and strain relief notches are
the disk firmly durin& read and write actions
shifting as the mylar isk is rotating at 300

I notches located below the access
used by the drive mechanism to secure

, preventing the disk envelope from
relutions per minute.

slot.

Disk Certification. At the time of manufacture, diskettes are examined to verify that
no flaws exist in either the,oxide coating or the construction of the protective
envelope. This is the process of certifying the diskette. Depending on the disk
purchased, sOrne are certified for only one ,Ode of the diskette' while others dre cer-

.
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tified on liath sidei of the diskette. It is recommended that only Certified disket-.
'tes be used im the library microcomputer.program:

Diskette Tracks and Sectors. Most diskettes are divided into concentric rings tailed
'tracks'.' Since each of the tracks are a different distance from the center, hole,
each track has a different amOunt of space on which to store infOrmation increasing
in 'size; as they progress from-the center hole. Since varying track sizes would be
difficult for the disk drive to manage, the tracks are subdivided into equal numbers

. -of characters. These subdivisions are 'called sectors. On most diskettes, there a re
128 characters in each.sector. Since the varying sizes of tracks cannot always be
divided equally among 128 char.,acter sectors,- there is some wasted space on the
diskette; this excess, however, allows the system to" perform if)ore efficiently.]

z

There are two wpys diskettes iny
.

icate the location of sectors to the disk drive
mechanism.. Hard sectored cgskettes exibits a ring -of small holes around the center
of the diskettd. Each hole physically represents the location of a new sector. S'ott

sectored diskettes have only one hole near the center of the diskette. Before soft
sectored diskette can be used, the microcomputer system, using the, one ilole as a
reference point, marks off the locatjon of each sector using magnetic charges. Once

this process,called formating, is accomplished the disk drive can locate the various
sectors in relation to the one small hole.

Densities of Storage. When diskette technology was fiirst introduced to the market,
information could be stored on only one side'of the diskette and at,128 characters
per sector. With the growth in demand for increased storage capabilities, manufac-
turers responded by increasing the storage options available on floppy diskettes.

Single-sided Single-density: This is the original technOlogy where information-,
is stored on only one side at a rate of 128 characters per sector.
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Single-sided Dual-density: This Is a more advanced technology where twice the
number of chiracters are 'pack'ecl' into each of the sectors, at a rate of approxi-
mately 2$6 per sector. 'Si /the sectors don't' change in size, it is advisable
to have a higher quatity. dii _be. Dual density type diskettes are coated with a
thicker *magnetic oxide surface 'which permits a better 'hold of the tightly
packed magnetic 'characters.

Dual-sided Dual-density: Called 'quad-density', this is the most recent floppy
disk teihnology designed to story information using dual density on both sides of

, the magnetic coated mylar diskette.

Disk Drive Mechanism

The floppy, disk drive mechanism has several important components: disk controller,
disk drive mechanism4 and disk drive cable. It is important to understahd the func-
tion and, relationship -of each.of --these devices to properly use arid maintain the disk
storage .functions of your microcomputer.

Disk Controller. The disk controller is.alnicroprocessor baSed circuit board which
controls. all actions of the disk drive mechanism and the communications kiet-
ween the-disk -drive and the central processing unit. Usually lircated in the micro-
computer case (as opposed-to therdisk drive casing), one disk controller can usually
control the actions of, more than one disk drive mechanism. The controller-board is
designed to accomodate either'single or dual density storage on diskettes'and care I.
must be taken to acquire,the proper type of controller mechanism during procurement
of the system. This cormonent usually requires little, if any, maintenance by
library staff.

Disk Drive Mechanism? This mecha-
nism has several iniportant corn-
ponents with which all users should
becorrie familiar. The read/write
head is a small ceramic disk with an
embecickd serping device which moves
across the mylar diskette and

" reads ' or 'writes ' magnet ic
charges on the oxide surface. Most
disk drives are intended for single
sided operation aiidhave only one
read/write head. Dual-sided disk
drives haire two read/write heads
which perform the magnetic trans-
actions siMultaneously on both sides
of the disk. The ,clamping-rotating
hub is the center device in the drive
which grabs and spins the mylar disk
during operation of the disk unit.
The pressure pad arm presses one side
of the mylar

CI
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diskette close to the read/write head. When the pressure pad is lifted from the
diskette surface, the read/write head cannot transmit magnetic charges to the
diskette. Lastly, the stepper motor
is the mechanism which moves the
read/write head back and forth
across the surface of the-diskette, /
allowing it to reach all sectors
os the disk.

Disk Drive Cable. This is a package
of wires, encased in plastic,, which
connects the disk drive mechanism to
the disk controller board. If this
cable is ndt properly attached to,
both devices, the disk drive cannot
operate.

Preventing Head Crashes and Diskette Destruction

Most jiroblems encountered in using drskette storage are the result of damage to the
ceramic read/write.head and/or diskette. Viitually all of these situations occur as
a result of improper use of the equipment or lack of proper care 4nd maintanence of
the diskettes. Library staff may, encounter the following types of problems.

Pin. The most common of cause of problems with disk storage is the accumulation of
dirt, lint, and grease on the surface of the diskette, which is eventaully passed
during use to the disk drive mechanism. In some cases, a particle of dirt becomes
jammed between the mylar diskette surface and the cermanic read/write head. This
scrapes the oxide surface off of the diskette and sometimes permanently damages the
ceramic head. It is very important to prevent the accumlation of dirt, lint or
grease (resulting from the hands of the operator), on the diskette. Human hair (.005
inches) is frequently the cause of head crash damage to diskettes.

Static Electricity. iiie--buildup of static electricity which, when a charge is
actually generated, can cause the magnetic information stored on a diskette to
change. When 'microcomputers are located in an area which is carpeted, anti-static
mats should be placed under the workstation furniture. Operators should never clean
or wipe the surface of the CRT while the machine is on and certainly never when the
disk drive is engaged. Static charges frequentiy ocCur when diskettes are stacked
together, even when they are housed i protective covers. As a general rule, do not
stack diskettes.
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/AL

PREVENTING DISK CRASHES AND DATA LOSS

- SMOKE PARTICLE
B - FINGERPRINT
C - DUST.PARTICLE
D - HUMAN HAIR

Extreme Temperature Variations. Diskettes ate subject to damage when exposed to tem-
peratures falling outside the range of 50-120 degrees F. In the lower temperature
ranges, the magnetic oxide coating becomes brittle and is subject to chipping.
Temperatures in excess of 120 degress cause diskettes to warp and curl, making proper
operation in the disk drive i'mpossible. Avoid the location of any type of microcom-
puter in direct sunlight.

%

Improper Insertion of the Diskette. Always insert the diskette witll the read/write
access slot toward the front as the diskette is inserted. Never insert a diskette
into the system before it is turned on, or power off a system while a diskette is
resident in the drive. This process of powering on and off frequently causes
electrital surges which may inadvertently write "garbage on the diskette, damaging
valuable information. '
Improper External Care of the Diskette. The most frequent cause of diskette/destruc-
tion .is careless handling by the operator. Never bend 93 diskette. 'Never write on
the protective envelope with a hard surface pen or a pencil. Never place a metal
clip or clamp on the edge of the diskette protective envelope. Never expose the

.diskette to magnetically charged devices, such as paper clip holders, etc. The pla-.
cement of a diskette near. a telephone frequently resUlts in damage to tilt diskette,
caused by the electromagnet used as part of the telephone buzzer mechanism.Never
attempt to clean the mylar surface of a diskette: Never plaCe or store a diskette in
areas with heavy chemical fumes such as photocopy chemicals, correttion fluid, nail
polish, etc. Always store diskettes in protective covers.
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Preventive Floppy Diskette Maintenance

To insure maximum performance of., the 'disk storage equipment, the following keneral
maintenance guidelines shoUld ,be implemented:

Care and storage of diskettes should be performed as described in the previous
discussions.

Pisk drive heads should be cleaned regularly to eliminate dust. The frequency with
which they should be cleaned depends on the amount of use, but it is recommended that
libraries clean the disk drives at least twice annually. Special kits are .availablé
to assist in this task and under no circumstances should chemical solvents stkh as
alcohiol be used.

*

Care must be taken .to examine the. potential damage which book theft detection devices
will have on diskettes. While most types of x-ray devices will not harm the magnetic
fields, close contact with devices which are used for book detection can cause
changes in magnetic qualities.

If diskettes are allowed to be taken from the library setting, -or mailed, they should
be securely housed in a rigid container which is completely waterproof. It is not
advisable to allow the removal of libiary diskettes from the library microcomputer
area.
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HARD DISK STORAGE

Hard disks are most commonly.used in larger business applications where millions of
characters of external storage are necessary. There are many library, administrative
activities, such as circulation or cataloging, where it would be essential to store
data on" a hard disk. - For this reason, a brief discussion of the hard' disk options
for the library will be examined.

Understanding the'Hard Disk

Tfie hard disk shares many of the same design and performance characteristics as the
floppy disk. As is implied by the name, the hard-disk is a non-flexible platter,
usually made from aluminum., which is cOvered lir magnetic oxide. This platter can
operate alone, or several platters may be packaged together and form a disk pack.
Most hard disks are encased in .a protective cover which is almostoair tight and
therefore more_resistant to dirt and dust. 4

1(
Hard disks rotate at a very high speed, usually between 2000 - 2500 revolutions per
minute. The disk travels at approximately 55 - 60 miles per hour. Very different
from the floppy disk, -the hard disk read/write head(s) do not eome into direct con-
tact with the hard disk ,surface. The heads travel on a thin cushion of air close
enough that magnetic charges can be exchanged, but not close enough to make direct
contact. Should the read/write head ever come into direct contact with the disk, a,
head crash will, result. For thii reason hard disks are carefully controlled and
housed in a monitored environment. When-hard'disk crashes occur the results are dif-
ficult to repair and expensive.

Like the floppy disk, hard disks are divided into tracks and sectors. The- diameters
of hard disk platters vary f rom approximately 5 1/4 to 12 inches, 'and most hard disks
are now sold asAlisk packs. Disk packs usually contain either 5 platters (20 - 80
million characters) or 12 platters (100 - 300 million characters). It is doubtful
that the library will be able to afford the latter hard disk configuration. These

.are intencTed primarily for large systems-, such as miiiico;nputers and main frame
systems.

Hard disks are available in two formats:

1) Removable Cartridges. These are usually single platter disk systems where the
- disk cartridge can be removed from the disk drive. This is similar to the floppy

disk system in that only those disks -currently being used remain in the disk
drive. When the disk cartridge is no longer needed, it is removed and another
cartridge inserted. These -cartridge systems can either be front or top loading,
depending on the manufacturer.

2) Disk Packs. Disk pack systems can also be removed from the disk drive system. As
described previously, these systems usually contain 5+ disk platters
and are intended for use with larger systems.

n
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Winchester Disks. These disk devices, introduced in 1978, are designed for the
smaller micro sysiems. They_ are `primarily non-removable disk platters sealed in
an airtight casing. These disk platters are usually 5 1/4 or 8 inches in
diameter. Since the disks are not removable, backup is the primary problem with
the.Winchester,systems.

97
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Of _all devices related to te operation of the microcomputer, ,,the printer has the
largest number of mechanical parts and is, therefore, the most subject to failure and
Otriodic maintenance. The predicted rate of failure depends on the quality of the
printer and the rate f use. For example, a professional person vho uses a high
quality printerqm hours per day can anticipate one major failure per year. A
library, oh the otherhand, with '6-10 hours of' use daily, should expect maintenance of
the printer on monthly or bimonthly43asis.

Types of Microcomputer Printers

Two primary technologies of printers are us with miclocomputers.

Impict Printers

These printers mark the character On papr by using a raised letter element which
strikes an inked ritibon_ transfering the image to paper. Several different types of
impact printers are. commonly used with microcomputers:

Daisy Wheel. This printer uses a flower like element with ei6 petal of the
element containing one character. Daisy wheel printers are moderate to expenskie in
price and can operate at speeds from 15 to 60 cps (characters per "second)'.

A

Thimble. The thimble, or_ golf ball, printer uses ."a roundish typing element similar
vto those found in IBM Selectric typewriters. Like the daisy wheel technology, these

printers are moderate to expensively' priced and can print at a rate of approximately
20 to 60 cps.

Dot Matrix. Dot matrix printers-are very dif from impact printers. Rather

than using a detachable typing element.., e dot matrix has a typing head composed of
a series of slender metal rods .organized in a rectanglar matilx: When the Kinter
is instructed to type and
'a', the rods which. form
the 'a'astrike against
the printer ribbon, and
form the outline of the
desired character. The
rod patterns come in tWO
sizes, 5 x 7 rods or 7 x
9 rods. The more rods
per character that the

.printer has, the better
the quality of character
produced since more rods
will leave less white
space on the paper. Some
matrix printers can orint
different type styles,
but this ability is cod-
tained in the printer

-microprocessor boards,
not in the printer strike

DOT MA.TRIX STRIKE HEAD



head mechanism. The dot, matrix printer ranges in cost from very inexpensive to very
expensive. It has a wide variance in printing speeds, 30 to 400 cps, depending on
the quality of print desired.

Non7impact Printers

These printers use a technology which produces printed characters without srriking
the Over: Except for thermal printers, most of these technologies will not be
within the price range of the library. One major limitation to nonimpact printers is
the inability of most types'to make multiple copies.

Thermal. Thermal pTinters have a typing head, similar to a matrix printer, which
pasSes heat, through the metal rods burning the character instead of striking a rib-
bon. This type of printer usually requires a special type.of paper and cannot use
ordinary bondLor cotton rag paper. Thermal printers are very inexpensive and vary
greatly in speed.

Electeostatic. tike thermal printers, electrostatic printers burn the characters on
the paper-. A particular problem with sOme brands 'of printers which use electrostatic
processes-is- a shelf life on the special paper which they require. fven after the
printing takes place, the image seems to fade from the paper over time as the physi-
cal properties of the paper change.

Ink-Jet. Ink jet printers are a newer ancrinore sophisticated technology. Instead of
u'sing a print head type element, the printer has small sprayers which accuratejy
spray the ink onto-paper in the shape of the desired characters. This type is
printer i very fast and very expensive.

Laser. This printer has similiarities with both the ink-jet printer and the thermal
printer. Like the ink-jet printer, the laser has no print head but uses a small
laser head. Like the thermal printer, the laser- burns the characters onto the paper,
but unlike the thermal, does not trequire special paper in which to operate correctly.
This is currectly-the most exOensive type of printer on the market and can print
thousands of pages per minute:

Special Printer Charaderistics --
When selecting a printer, it is important to look for a technology which will serve
the library users. It is also important to select a brand of printer which has sotre
of the featUres which, might be of use to the speciaW applications run on the library
microcomputers.'

Print Quality. Print quality varies depending on the type of printer selected.
Generally, quality is described as 'letter' or 'executive' quality, indicating fully
formed characters which are similar in quality,to that of a typewriter. Matrix type
printers have a lower quality image. While this may be fully acceptable for most
applications, if the Library plans to use software heavily dependent on printed out-
put, such as word processing, a letter quality printer )s recommended.
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Upper/Lower Case. When selecting a dot matriX type printer, the library should seek
out a brand which uses the 7 x 9 matrix, instead 9f the 5 x 7 matrix, if applications
require the printing of both upper and lower case letters. The 5 x 7 matrix produces
an inferior quality lower case letter set.

1P10111W4giadll
%111104W111111F
1111111W1WIPWroli
fIPT,P1W111610
tibitiliM11111,
111111W1M4V.Ri

DOT MATRIX 5 x 7CHARACTERPA1TERN

Character Sets. A character set is the different types, pot styles, of characters
that a particular printer is capable of printing. For example, listed in Appendix 7
are each of the characters which form the ASCII character set. Most printers are mit
capable of printing full character sets, and should you require a special set, such

as the. ALA Character set, it is quite possible that -while the characters could be
stored on disk, the printer might not have the capability to print them out.

Character Print Styles. Print styles refer to the varying shapes of a particular
character. On most impact piinters, character design types can be altered by simply
changiPg the typing element, from 'letter gothic' to 'italic' for example. In order
to change the character set on a dot matrix machine, the microprocessor printer
controller must have the various style of characters you want produced. This
'program controlled' character ability is found only on the more expensive machines

and the ability to alter character size and shape varies widely from machine to
machine.

Overstrike Capability., This is the- ability for the'printer to perform two separate
strike actions at each character Position. For example, if a word is to be
underlined or a particular character bolded (hit twice to make a darker impression),
two strikes by the printer must take place. - The less e ensive printers usually do
not have this capability.

Super/Subscript Printing. This is the process where the printer roller has the abi-
lity to adjust 1/2 line up or down as the characters are being printed. For example,
when printing a line which-needs an elevated footnote number to be printed, the
printer wilt roll down by 1/2 line, print the character, and resume its proper posi-
tion. Superscript refers to printing slightly elevated above the print line while
subscript indicates placement of the character 1/2 step below the typing line.

.
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Proportional Spacing. This is a prncesswhere the printer advances the print head
machanism a different distanc#"4ep4nding on the size of the character. For example,
the space deeded to print an much less than to print a 'w'. The printer would
Triake allowancei for these character sizes differences and allow the operator to put
"mote' information on a single page, without that page looking crowded.

Special Printer Problems
z.>

Most problems with printers can be avoided if the machine is regularly serviced and \
properly maintained.- The library manager should prepare to encounter the following
as rountine printer problems. -

Paper Jams. Paper jams are the most frequent pro)alem with the printer. Jams are
usually cause by operator-error, such as,

a) Improper print commands. The operator instructs the printer to perform
actions beyond its physical limitations. For example, margins are set at
140. characters when the printer has a maximum width of 95.

b.) Misuse of the tractor feed device. Many printers use continuous feed paper
and pin feed printer attachment. If the attachment is connected incorrectly
or paper tension .between pin tracks is, too tight, paper will jam ih the
machine.

c) Incorrect initial feeding of paper into machine'rollers.

Paper jams can be both dangerous andevensive. Some printers are not sophisticated
enough to recognize the paper jam taking place and will continue to attempt
operating. This,usually causes overheating and sometimes results in burned out
microprocessor boards. It is generally not good practice to leave winters unattended.

Damage to Roller Platten. Many printers cannot detect whpn they have run out of
paper. This usually results in the printer cOntinuing to print, striking the roller
platten. This can destroy the roller.

General Eratic Behavior. This is the situation where the printer may operate without
problems at times and with difficulty at other times. This is usually the sign of a
microprocessor board 'Which is about sto burn out, a poor connection between the micro:.
computer and the printer, or a software problem in the application program being

used.

Ribbon Related Problems. Many printer problems are, caused by poor quality ribbons.
It is recommended that libraries purchase ribbons that of high quality. Lightly tap
the ribbon case on the corner of, the printer table before inserting into the machine.
This frequently relieves the ribbon spool from any residual plastic shavings which
might remain after assembly of the ribbdn casing.

Broken Printer Elements. Impact printers frequently experience broken typing ele-
ments. This most frequently occurs when the element is not properly secured into
position before printing begins. When purchasing elements, by in quantities pf 2+
each style. -4iis protects the library from having an element break in, the middle of
a long print stream and having to either reRrint or wait for the replacement element.

vie
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Software is a generic term Iscribing all types of computer programs. The many
types of conputer software can be grouped intolour basic categories: computer
operating systems, programming languages, computer utilities, and applicationo
pr6grams..

Operating Systems'

The operating system is the controi program responsible for management and allocation.
of internal computer resources such as internal memory. It also coordinates the
storage and retrieval of information from disk and tape deyices; opens and ct,oses
data files; and perfOrms important maintenance functIons such as full disk duplica-
tion, a procedure used to protect important data by creating, a backup copy. The
manner in which this control program operates ipn a partjcular computer system can
take two ciiifferent forms:

ROM Controlled: The specific management procedures and practices used by this form
of operating system are stored permanently in ROM (Read Only
Memory) microprocessors. , The ROM processor is automatically aCti-
vated when the computer power is tuined on. This type of
operating system is found primarily in hobby- microcomputers and
programmable calculators.

! User Loaded: Like the ROM controlled systems, microprocessors are resident in
the "microcomputer hardware and activated when the computer power
cs turned on. These ROM microprocessors are extremely limited in
the tasks they are able' to perform. Before the system can operate
to its full potential, the _full operating system must be loaded
into RAM (Random Actess Memory) microprcicessdrs from an external
device such as a diskette or cassette tape. Once this procedure
is completed, the system is fully equipped to operate until the
microcomputer is turned off, after which the loading procedure
must be repeated. The advantage of this type .of operating system

.is its flexibility. As improvements to .the software are made, new
diskettes or cassette tapes can be distributed, allowing alP users
to continually update the operating system without requiring a
change in the hardware devices.

.00

Programming Languages

Programming languages are software programs which translate instructions into a for-
mat that the machine can understand. This is completely a convience to the
programmer in allowing the preparation df instructions understandable to a human
which are altered by the programming language into a fdrm which can be acCepted and
processed by a machine.. Computer programs are written in either assembly language ,os
high level languages.

3 3



Program Ming Languages_

Machine Levet, Assembler High-Level,

0100000111Q0 Mov 14 C = A.+ B
011000011111 Add 15, 13i

011001000000 Sto 12
11010001101) Num 01, 13, 09

Assemblers
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The microtomputer can recognize* only two values, 0 ' s or 1 ' s. By using a combination
of these tWo digits, in-the loim of binary numbers, instructions can be expressed to
the computer in what is called machine-language. Since writing a long sequence of

prOgram:Aristructions with binary numbers .would be extremely difficult-and time con-
iuming, symbolic meanings for these instructions were devised to assist the
programmer _in communicating, with the computer. These mnemonics (memory aids) a re-
"used to instruct the computer tbow.to complete a specific task. Using assembler syn-
tax, or mnemonics, is the fastest Computer language when the program is eXecruted. ,

Few non-computer specialists useassembler, however, because the languafe requires
more traininazd refined programming skills than the higher level languages.

J-ligh Level Languages

High lever computer languages include the most popular programmirrg languages, such as
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, etc. Unlike assembler, the high level languages are designed

to make the process'of writing computer Program instructions les"S complicated. This
is accomplished by having the language syntax represent the task to pe accomplished.
For example, the process of 'addition can be expressed in BASIC language by 'stating "

LET A -1." B + C = V. For most. high' level languages, there are two alternate proce-
dures by which the tranlation can be made from language syntax to machine-readable

code. ,

Interpreter. This process translates and executes the program lines from high level
syntax to machine-code one line at a'time. The advantage of this approach is that
changes or corrections to the program involve only...replacing single words or lines of
the program. The dkadvantage is the requirement that the interpreter software must
reside in memory at all times which reduces space,availdble for the application
program. In addition, since the program must be interpreted every time the program
is'run, the operation of the program is slower than the compiler alternative.

Compiler. The compiler requires that a series Of separate steps be completed before
the program can be executed.

1) The programmer prepares a list of the program statements in the high level
language,syntax.
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2) 0 The instructions are -received-by the microcomputer using a compiler program
catled the 'editor'. The editor examineseach instruction as it is received from
the programmer and verifys that each statement submitted is permissible. If not,
corrections are made by the programmer.Once an editecl version of the program is
complete, it is stored out on disk or cassette tape and is called the 'source
program'-.

iatt1/4
3) Once die source program is in place, the compiler examines each instrUction and

creates 4a co,responding macitine-language instruction in another file resulting in
the :object program'. Two versions of the program' are now stored on the system;

-the source"progräm and the object program.

4) When the programmer is ready to execute the program, the proper signal is given
to the systqln, such as 'RUN'. [The exact execution command varies from system to

. system.] After receiving the command, the 'operating system loads the object
'program into memory and immediately-executes the program. This is much faster
than the interpreter method since-the program is already in machine-level
language. tf the program needs" to be modified, however, the programmer must
alter the source program statements to the correct format and re-compile the
program before It can be executed.

Computer Utilities

Computer software utilities aie special,programs frequently needed by many different
computer users to perform a special task. Most Often, utilities are written in
assembler language, are extremely .complicated program designs,' and are far beyond the
capabilities of most programmers. Unlike application programs, which can also be
quite complicated,, utilities uslially work in cooperation with the operating system to
perform some service or maintanence.type function which in itself is not the end pro-
duct.' The following types of computer utilities will probably be of the most use to
library' staff andirpublic computer users.

Sort Utility

This is a program which allows the user to sort information stored on a disk in some
special order, which the user can designate. For example, if a library staff.member
has a list of 5000 names, and addresses stored randomly on a disk, using the sort uti-
lity these addresses can be rearranged into another order without the interyention of
the user. The utility could be instructed to arrange the address file:

1) in ascending order, by zip code,

2) within commoon zip codes; in descending order by street,
ot

3) and within common streets, ascending order by name.-

Some sort utilities also offer a printing option whereby the addresses could be
sorted first, then the information printed out, one address, at a time, by some
designated order different froM the address arrangement on the file.

f5t,
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Data Base Management Systems (DBMS)

A DBMS allows the user to perform very sophisticated manipulation of data, as the
name implies. The user carefully defines the manner in which the data will be stored'
in the data .base, ie. (1) Name, t2) Address, (3) City, etc.. The user also designates
Name or (3) City, for. example. At a later time, the user can designate a search key,

-(3) City, and supply a value for that search key, such as 'Washington, D.C.'. The

DBMS then instantaneously retrieves all of the addresses wbich have the city
'Washington, D.C.'. It is not ,necessary for the user to know how the DBMS stores, and

keeps track of the locations of information on the disks, these thrictions are
transparent to the user. This type of software utility is iery powerful and usually
expensive. Features of DBMS systems by different software developers are very dif-
ferent and the user is warned to investigate the procurement of the DBMS with great
care. It is potentially the most expensive software product the library will ever
purchase.

File Management Utilities

File management utilities combine-selected featuresfrom bpth sort utilities and data

base management systems: As implied by the name', this software is designed to assist
the user in building, sorting, moving from one disk to another, copying, and indexing
files; groups of data or information. Less,expensive than either sort dr DBMS wft-
ware, file management systems take care of the average user wi,th basic maintenance
needs, not requiring sophisticated sorts or multiple indexes for each file.

Application Software
A

Application programs describes the software, packages, either purchased or developed
inhouse, which perform some specific task 'or service for the user which, is the end
prqduct. Examples would include word processing, mailing list generators, video
games, income tax software, accounting systems, ,or the many library oriented software
packages recently introduced to the market such as catalog card production or item
absent circulation systems.

Library Software

There is a great deal of confusion about the availability of library oriented soft-
ware for microcomputers in the general marketplace: Most of of the automated systems
reported in the literature are larger, comprehensive software systems developed and
marketed by companies.specializing in library automation, such as CL Systems, GEAC,

etc. Most of these companies rely on larger computers, such as mini or mainframe
processors, and rarely can, be installed for amounts less than $75,000.00
-$100,000.001 Some library software packages are beginning to be field tested and
marketed to libraries. Reaction to the programs has been mixed. Many librarians are
happy to have less expensive microcomputer based software to assist in the perfor:
mance of certain library tasks. Others have criticised microcomputer based software
applications as being 'incomplete and simplistic in addressing the needs of the modern
library envi ronment.
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Many of these complaints are accurate. Much of the microcomputer software beink

developed for, and many times, by libraries is poorly designed; tested, and docu--

mented. This type of software should be condemned and avoided. There is an:emerging
body of micromputer software designed, for use by libraries which is of good quality,
and should be considered for certain library environments. Much of the confusion
with this software lies in the unrealistic ways in which it is evaluated. For

example, a micro software package intended to capture-circulation transactions and
print overdue notices cannot, and certainly should not, be compared to the cir-
culation systems produced by the major library automation vendors. Obviously, thete
is no way a software package costing $150.00 can compare to a system costing 100+
times that amount. Many libraries are setting unrealistic goals in looking to micro-
computers to automate procedures only possible on larger and more sophisticated
machines. Library software should be reviewed and evaluated with this in mind.

In looking for microcomputer software for the library, theie are currently two types
of software designs available.

Sirigle Function Library Software. This category includes software that is intended to
perform one specific function& This might include programs which type book labels,
produce overdue notices, or perform A-V scheduling. °These types of programs can
usually operate on most of the microcomputers used by libraries and are reasonable in
price ($25.00 - $150.00). This category of software-dominates the existing software
market and is quickly expanding.

Integrated Function Library Software. As the larger., library automation systems move
to the 'integrated' concept, so move microcomputer software developers. With the
availability of hard disk storage, a small number of companies have recently intro'.
duced software iystems which allow the user library-to perform a number of different
library tasks (cataloging, acquisitions, circulatiOn, etc.) uSing one central file of
data. These systems are significantly mbre expensive than the single function soft-
ware and require a larger committment from the library, both in equipment and staff
t raining.

Integrated Microcomputer Software Systems

There'are currently two firms marketing an integrated librarY software system for the
microcomputer. A brief description of each is described below. [It should be noted'
that the purpose Of this workbook is to notifythe reader of the existance Of

available software packages applicable to the library environment. A,listing of soft-
ware in this and subsequent sections is not an endorsement of the software and should
not be interpreted by ihe reader as a recommended purchase. -Each library should be
contact software developers and should only consider procurement after carefully
establishing software functional capabilities $hithin the context of that individual
libraries' needs and requirements.]

1) RICHMOND MICRO SOFTWARE. Box 94088, Richmond, 'B.C., V6Y 2A2 Canada.

This system requires the Apple II (48K) system and additional hardwaie
depending on the subsystems selected. Specific information carvbe provided
upon request from the developer. Although the system was designed as;an

'Integrated package, each of the separate rfloduleg'can be'purchased separately
and run independent of each other. Price for the total system is $550.00.
Functional subsystems include,:
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Onl ine Circulation. Requires the,:addition of a light, p6n ($250.00) and at
least one disk drive. Charges out, charges in, and reserves materials using
light pen-on bar -codes. System win handle 40,000 items, up to 1706
borrowers with 8 kern transactions each, and performs a variety of.spe-
cialized tasks such as reserve functions, variable loan periods, etc.'
$250.00.

Acquisitions. After receiving basic order information from typist, system
allows user to produce mukjple documents used in theAcquisitions process
and then 'passes inforrnatinn to-card catalog program (if purchased) for pro-
duction of'catalog cards and spine labels. $75.00.

Catal4 Card and Spine Label Production. Receives information from acquisi-
tions program and produceS complete catalog card -sets and spine labels.
$75.00. .

Cataloging System. Designed to capture information about materials already
in collection and store in machine readable form for future use'. $75.00.

Magazine Accessioning System. Controls the receipt of magazines, prints out
holdings lists, issues missing issue notice, etc. Up to .200 titles per
diskette. $75.00.

2) RINGGOLD, MANAGEMENT' SYSTEMS,INC. Box 368, Beaverton, OR 97075.
This system is designedto offer the library wide flexibility in the selec-
tion of hardware. Minimum ,hardware configuration is a (1) 4 mhz Z-80A pro-
cessor/CRT Aforkstation, (2) 64K RAM memory, (3) 10MB hard disk, (4) bar code
reader,. and (5) printer. Specific,hardware quotations will depend on the
number of workstations the library needS and the size of the library,
bibliographic and pa t 41es. Price available upon request.

Online Circulation. Performs a comprehensive list of basic circulation
transactions, including charge out, discharge, online query, reserves, fine
payment, and a variety of reports and nikices.

Acquisitions. Features all of the traditional acquisitiOns functions,
including order prepar4tion, automatic claiming and cancellations, duplicate
order checking, arid several fund accounting potions.

On I ine C i lat ion/Ove rdue Control Systems

The following resPresent those-systems which perform online circulation and/or overdue
control as a single progrOn function.

1) RICHMOND MICRO SOFTWARE. [See 'Integrated Systems' description.]

2) .L . , HAMM ETT Com PANY, INC . Hammett Place, Box 545, Braintree, MA 02184.
'Bookworm . Online circulation and overdue control system. Available for
the TRS-80 Models I or III (16K), CBM/PET with BASIC 1.0 (8K), or-Apple II
(48K) with Applesoft and 1 disk drive. $59.00.
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3) ItHE LIBRARY SOFTWARE COMPANY, Box 23897, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523.
'The,Overdue Writer'. Online circulatkm system for libraries with weekly

circulation of 500 volumes per week. Software prints overdue notices, lists
of all borrowers, and other functions related to overdue materials.
Requires Apple II Plus (48K) or TRS-80 I or III, one disk drive, and an 80
column printer. $124.95.

4) CTI LIBRARY SYSTEMS DIVISION, 1455 South State Street, Orem, UT 84057.
'Apple Circ Systems. Online circulation control system for the small
library. Maintains files of patrons, abbreviated bibliographic information,
and circulation item transactions. Requires-Apple II Plus, two disk drives,
communications card, langauage Card, Apple Cat modem, Parallel Interface
card, Printer, and.Light Wand attachment. $3,000.00. [Annual maintenance
agreement, $400.001.

Acquisitions Systems

The following is a list of those systems wliich perform aquisitions support as a
single 'program function.

1) RICHMOND. MICRO SOFTWARE. [See description under 'Integrated Systems']

2) RINGGOLD MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. [See description under 'Integrated Systems' ].

Online Microcomputer Catalog Software

The following is a list of those systems which perform as a single program online
microcomputer catalog.

1) COMPUTER CAT. 3005 West 74th Ave, Westminster, CO 80030.
This system provides the library with an online public inquiry catalog of
library materials. The system is also able to produce printed reports of
library holdings, statistics, etc. Minimum configuration Apple II or II
Plus (48K), disk dike, disk controller card, Corvus Disk System ( 5 to 20
MB), -and serial card and cable if OCLC connection is required. $1995.00.

A-V/Film Booking Systems

The following list represents those system which operate audio visual materials
booking and scheduling systems as a single function program.

1) NOLAN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES. Box 18950, Los Angeles, CA 90007.
Complete booking system for collections of up to 850 films. In addition to
scheduling capabilities, the system generates reports including
Bookings-YTD, Films Not Available, etc. Requires Apple ll with DOC 3.3.
$325.00.
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2) RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL. 4704) Chase Ave., LincolnwoOd, IL 606%6.

'AMI ' Film Booking System.. Complete film scheduling and statistical analy-
sis system. System performs complex scheduling functions, produces user
slips, and management reports. Requires ADDS computer system.

Cataloging Support Systems

The following .list are those-systems which provide cataloging support as a siri'gle

program function.

1) INFORMATICS, INC. 6011 Executive Blvd:, Rockville, MD 20852.
'MINI MARC' System. MINI, MARC is a complete .standalone computer system
which allows libraries to acCe.ss over 1.2 full MARC records from the Library
of Congress. MINI MARC interfaces to most automated circulation systems and
hai a card and label production subsystem. Requires MINI MARC custom hard-
ware. $50,000.00.

2) RICHMOND MICRO SOFTWARE. [See description under 'Integrated Systems' J.

Card Catalog Processing Support Systems

The following lists those systems which provide catalog card processing support as a
single function program.

1) _COMPUTER BUSINESS.SYSTEMS OF MYRTLE BEACH. 1707 View Street, Myrile Beach,
OR 97458,

Allows operator to enter bibliographic information, edit card layout, and
produce multiple card sets. Requires TRS-80 and printer with lower case
capability. 5125.00.

2) RICHMOND (44Ipt0 SOFTWARE. [See description under 'Integrated Systems' J.

,3) TELEMARC. 1300 East 115th Street, Burnsville, MN 55337.

Complete catalog card support system including catalog card production,
spine labels, book pocket labels, etc. Requires an-Apple II Plus, two disk
drives, printer with pin feed capability.

4) EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS ASSOCIATES. 919 West Canadian Street, Vinta,
OK 74301.

Complete catalog card production program. System also prints book lists,
produces shelf lists by call number, and produces miscellaneous reports.
Requires TRS-80 III (48K), 2 disk drives, and printer with tractor feed
capability.

6
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Serials Control Systems

The following lists those systems which provide serials...control as a single program

function.

1) CALIFORNIA LIBRARY AUTHORITY FOR SYSTEMS AND

Circle, Suite 101, Sad lose, CA 95112.
'Checkmates_ is a serials control-_system designed to
small library collection. Functions include checkin,
accounting, and generation of a variety of reports.
equipment.

SERVICES (CLASS). 1415 1<oll

meet the needs of the
.laiming, fund
Requires TRS-80 II

J

2) META MICRO LIBRARY SYSTEMS, INC. 1818 San Pedro, San Antonio, TX 78212.
This serial control system is a comprehensive system designed to meet the

needs àf ail size libraries. Functions include cataloging, serial checkin,
routing, claims, bindery control, financial accounting, ordering, etc.
Requires the Southwest Computer Products hardware system. Price quotations

available upon request.

Computer-Assisted Indexing Systems

The following is a Hit of those systems which provide computer aided indexing soft-

. ware as a single function program.

1) THE SOFTWARE, EXCHANGE. 6.South Street, Box 68, Milford,'NH 03055.
'Periodical Cross Reference Program'. This program allows the library to
index journal articles and produce an index by subject, author, title,
publication date, etc. Requires TRS-80 hardware. $19.95.

2) RICHMOND MICRO SOFTWARE. [See description und 'Integrated Systems' j.

3) ROTHiNES ASSOCIATES. 28 Station Plaza, Great Neck, NY 11021..

'Bookdex'. General indexing program fbr use with books, reports, etc.

$250.00.
'Newsdex'. Newspaper indexing program. $250.00.

Both programs require hardware which is CP/M compatible, Microsoft Basic, a
word processing software, and sort utility software.
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Computer Aided Library.,Instru ction Systems

The, following is a list' of those systems which offer Computer aided instruction as a
single, function program function.

1) CALICO (COMPUTER ASSISTED LIBRARY INSTRUCTION CMPANY, INC.). Box 15916,
St. Louis, MO 63114.

Several programmed instruction modules, including,
(1) 'Use of Periodical Indexes'
(2) "'Use of Almanacs',
(3) 'Use of Barlett's Familiar QuotatIons',
(4) 'Use of Current Biography',
(5) 'Use of Poetry Indexes'.

Requires Apple II (48), Applesoft, 1 disk drive, and DOS 3.3. Each software
program is $25.00, entire set of 5 programs $100.00.

2) MASKOWITZ. 117 Canton Ave., Milton, MA 02186.
'Library Orientation Program'.' Program Performs a pre- and post- test of
library users to determine' success of training programs. Testing performed
at three levels; Basic, Intermediate, and Honors. Requires Apple II.

3) MICRO POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY. 1108 Ketstone Park, 13773 North Central
Expressway, Dallas, TX 75243:

'Library Skills Program'. Computer aided instructional program which intro-
duces users to the library. Intended for grades 5+. Requires Apple II.
$24.95;

Library Resource Sharing/inter-Library Loan Systems

The following is a list of thoses systems offering interlibrary loan services as a
single program function.

1) INFORMATION INTELLIGENCE, INC. Box 31098, Phoenix, AR 85046.
This is a turnkey software system for resource 'Sharing and interlibrary com-
munications between libraries and informition centers. The system provides
automatic calling, ILL workforms, me,ssage numbering, and unattended opera-
tion.. Require Apple II Plus and special communications hardware. $2500.00.

r,
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SOFTWARE:
DEVELOPMENT, REQUIREMENTS, MAINTENANCE
Most computer software used in the library environment, ,whether circulation system or
video game, is purchased from a computer manufacturer,' local computer distributor, or
independent software developer. While new -'user friendly' programming languages and
operating systems are continually being improved and enhanced, most libraries= will
continue to depend upon software development firms for most software used in the
library setting.

With ,this in mind, it is important that the library manager ,realfze that there is no
'standard software' on the market today. In fact, there are very few standards in
the microcomputer industry,- both hardware and software. For this reason, there are
many factors and precautions. that the library must take when selecting software for
a particular microcomputer. This section attempts to build a basic understanding of
factors that should influence the selection of software from a functional vantage

point. '1' It is, important to understand the software evolutionary process, workspace
requirements, software maintenance, and the role of reiable documentation.

Software Evolutionary Process

Level 1: In-House Development. Virtually all packaged software sold on the national
level was originally developed to solye a specific problem for a specific pe rson or"
institution. VisiCalc, for example, was originally developed when Dan Bricklin, an
M.B.A. student at Harvard, wanted to find a faster and more efficient way to complete
his case study homework prdblems, most of which contained long numeric calculations.
Popularity of Bricklin's programs among Harvard students grew and with design
assistance and financial backing from .a software development house, VisiCalc is
currently the most popular softwar4 package in the microcomputer market. [This is a
trend which may be changing. As the profit potential for microcomputer software con-
tinues to grow, software firms are beginning to look at software development for the
mass market as, a potentially untapped and rich marketplace.]

Level 2: Software Initial Release. Before the software can be released to the
general market, the programs must be generalized for a ISrger user pool, thoroughly
tested, debugged, and extensive systems and user documentation prepared. After these
steps are completed a n d marketing strategies are defined, the software is ' released'
to the market. The term 'release' has taken .a special and new meaning in the com-
puter industry,, indicating the version of a particular software package. Most soft-
ware producers indicate the version of the,software 6y assigning a number with the
release notation. For example., when software is first intrOduced to the market, it
is usually distrubted as 'Release 1.0'.

LEVEL 3: User Feedback. After the program is in distribution, users who have
purchased the program usually send feedbacklt9 the software developers about thb pro-
duct. This feedback usually takes three forrns:'

1. Program Errors. While most reputable software developers expend large
effort and financial resources in program testing, some errors can slip
through which are ultimately detecthd _by the software users. If these
errors are not resolved quickly, software distrubutors will stop stocking
the software and the developers haye ruined their reputation in the
marketplace, a marketplace with a very high percentage of repeat sales.

(It is estimated that microcomputer owners spend more money on software

0
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packages than they did on the original hardware.)

2. Inadequate Documentation. In many cases, problems with the use of the
Software is a resultsof misleadirig or incorrect documentation. Users
frequently figure out the problems and send recommended documentation
changes to the software developers.*

3. Requested Enhancements. The most positive feedback which developers
receiveond hope for, are requested enhancements to the software. This
usually indicates a consumer market which is generally pleased with_the
product and would like to have more power and software processing
abilities.

LEVEL 4: Patches. Immediate attention must be given to software bugs discovered by
users. Program analysts get the user comments, simulate the situations under which
the bugs occured, correct the source code of the program, and test the revised ver-
sion for new' bugs. After the tests are successfully completed, the developers
distribute to each identifiable user the code which was developed to corr t the
bugs. This new program code is called a 'program patch'. Most patches egrade the
speed at which the software performs, since the patch is an added fix of the system
and not a part of the overall system design.

LEVEL 5: New Release. After some period of time, developers may have found it
necessary to issue a number of patches to correct software problems. In addition,
many users may have requested enhancements and/or additions to the software. Whera...a.....

number of both of these have been received, developers may decide to issue a new
release of the, software. The entire program code will' be altered to incorporate all
previously issued patches and, usually, several new additions to the software will be
made. The product will then be re-released to the general market, and will probably
carrya new release number. Software originally introduced to the market as 'Release
1.0' will probably be distributed in the revised version as 'Release 2.0'. Most
software developers will allow current owners of 'Release 1.0' to swap out their
software for the new release at a cost significantly less than the 'Release 2.0'
sales price. By paying a small fee to receive the new version, of the software, the
user executes an 'upgrade' of that software package. Once the user has upgraded the
software, the process continues, again with Level .3.

Software Workspace and Hardware Requirements.

Each software package, whether purchased from a distributor pr developed inAuse, has
"certain minimum workspace and hardware requirements necessary to operate': These mini-
mum requitements should be carefully evaluated during software procurement..

Internal Memory Workspace Requirements: Each program nedds a minimum amount of
internal memory space in which to carry out its specific instructions. The amount of
internal memory necessary varies widely, from as little as 4K to as much'as 256K.
Prepackaged programs should always indicate the minimum required memory space needed
to operate. A library should never purchase software which does not provide this
information. For example, a BASIC interpreter may indicate that it requires 16K
internal memory. The library has a microcomputer with 4K and 8IeRAM memory, the
BASIC interpreter will probably not load into the machine; and if it were able to



road, it would not have sufficient workspace to perform all of its instructions.
When examining memory requirements, it is important to remember that they are
expressed as minimums. A 16K BASIC interpreter, should run tn a 16K, 32K, or 64K
memory microcomputer withoUt ^difficulty.

1.

Disk Memory Workspace Requirements. Many utility, and some applications, software
program, require available disk storage workspace for the program to operate success-
fully. For example, many sort utilities require available space on the diskette
equal in size to the file that is to be sorted. This means that the diskette can be
only 50% full at the time the sort progeam is engaged. In this example, if the
diskette was 75% full of information to be sorted, the sort utility could not be suc-
cessfully run. By not allowing adequate disk workspace, the sort utility would
either fill the available 25% and immediately discontinue processing or oVerlay the
original file or unsorted information, pennanently erasing any portion overlayed.
Some programs require that a specific disk drive be used.

Equipment Requirements. While it may seem obvious to most users, many people
purchase software which requires the use of equipment that they do not own. It is
important that the library always evaluate the minimum hardware requirements for a
particular software product. For example, a mailing list program probably requfres
the use ,of a printer. The program may further require that the printer be equiped
with a continuous paper feed attachment for the printer.

Software Compatibility and Release Requirements

Applications software cannot be loaded into the microcomputer and executed without
the use of a system control program, the operating system. It is critical that soft-
ware be selected which is compatible with the existing operating system and system
utilities. While it is posstble to own and operate more than one type of operating
sjistem on a particular microcomputer installation, this is highly discouraged.

Software Compatibility Standards. Virtually all so ftwa re is grouped by dist ributors
and-Wholesalers by the type of operating system required. For example, if Accounting
Pack ll is designed for use with CP/M, it will not operate on a microcomputer'
installation which has only the UNIX operating system. Because there are a nuirther of
different operating systems in wide distribution, many software developers market the
same software package _for a number of different operating system environments. If
this is the caSe, make sure that the specific package acquired by the library is

designated for the operating system run at that installation. While Accounting Pack
II may be availablein both CP/M and UNIX versions, if the, library receives the
incorrect version of the software it will not perform properly.

Release Requirements.' As described earlier, most major software packages have a
release° identifier. This identifier should play an important part in the selection
of the software package. The library must make sure that the level, or grade, of the
release on the software being examined is compatible with that of the operating
systems and any other system utilities which must run in unison with the new soft-
ware. For example, if the library owns CP/M Release 1.8 and the proposed software
acquisition requires CP/M Release 2.0, the new software will not Jun. If the reverse
were true, however, and the proposed software required CP/M Release 1.8 and the
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library operated in a GP/M Release 2.0, environment, there would be no p.roblem in
acquiring the new software. As new releases of software are made available, each flew
releaSe is upward compatible from the older version. A new release never eliminates
capabilities of a previous version, but enhance and expands capabilities.

Software Maintenance

Software maintenance includes the correction of program code to eliminate a problem;
modification of program code to allow the program to perform some special function;
care and storage of program diskettes and written documentation; and, upgrading the
software code to a new release level. It is strongly recommended ghat software mthn-
tenance be performed immediately upon discovering a problem and that a log of all
maintenance performed be Maintained which can provide an audit trail of actions

taken.

Software Patches. There are curruntly two. methods widely used to perform software

patches. First, and most popular, is to notify the user of the needed changes and,
for a moderate fee, the old diskette is exchanged with the software developer for the
newer revised version of the software. This is certainly the method that the library
should elect, if given a choice. The second procedure requires much more from the
user. The software developer notifies the user of the patch, sends updating instruc-
tions, security codes, and the new program source code which should eliminate the
problems. 'It is then, up to the user to actually perform the update to the software.
This type of patch is usually provided at ho additional charge. If the later proce-
dure is to be used, it is very impcirtant that the library completely test the program
after the patch has been applied. A typographical error or code misplacement on the
part of the updating library operator will probably result in new bugi which are more
difficult to locate and correct. If the software developer offers a software main-

,

tenance contract, always recommended for the library, be sure to specify the proce-
dure to be used in applying patches and new releases.

Independent Software Modification. Software modification is the altering of program
code to either expand the functional capabilities of the'software or to permit the
software to perform the same capabilities more efficiently. For example, some micro-
computer enthusiasts modify programs to make them .run faster and more-efficiently.
Except in extreme cases, such as...having a highly experienced librarian programmer on
staff, the library is urged not to-attempt jindependent program modifications. The

following precautions should be considered before authorizing inhouse Software

modification:

1) Unauthorized changes usually invalidate the software maintenance agreement, even
if it is determined that the changes made were not linked with the bugs disto-
vered.

Changes in the source code may prevent the software from being upgradable. The

new releases from the distributor may not be compatible with the custom progtam
code developed at the library.

3) Changes in the source code may trigger hidden bugs in the program unrelated to
the changes made. 'Once this occurs, correction is very difficult, even for the
more experienced programmers..

5 -2
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4) Changes in the program will most certainly invalidate the written program docu-
mentation 'and user manuals.. Should npdifications be made, carefully update the
documentation and coniinue to update new versions of the manuals as they are
received from the software developer.

Maintenance of Program and Data Diskettes. Whenever a program or.data diskette is
,purChased or created, it should be immediately labeled with contents description.,
locatiOn of user/systems -documentation, and date. The label should clearly indicate
if the diskette is a copy or an original, and if more than one copy is made, each
should carry a unique copy number. When diskettes are erased, remove all labels to
eliminate,any confusion. J
Maintenance' of Documentation. Documentation always seems to be missing when it is
critically needed. Maintenance of. written documentation is usually the last project
priority, al problem which permeates the entire data processing industry. Each .

library should designate a person responsibile for docunientation and allow that indi-
vidual adequate time to maintain it properly. A lack of reliable documentation will
result,in frustrated staff and patrons who will view the microcomputer as overly
complicated, the staff as incompetent, and the project as unsuccessful.

Diskette Backup Files. Every diskette which contains in important pfogram or data
.file should be copied, thei copy acting as a backup file. Very few microcomputer or
word processing user institutions take this precaution. In some cases, the loss ctf a

nprogram reflects the loss of the many hours it will take an operator to re-key the
infor,tion. Under other circumstances; the information cannot be retrieved, no,,
source documents can be"obtained to rebaild the lost. information. J3oth of these
situations can be avoided with 100% assurance by copying important diskettes each
time they are modified and storing the copies in a diffeiVnt physical location.
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SOURCES OF INtOkMATION ON MICROCOM\PUTER
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE MARKET

MICROCOMPUTER LITERATURE ,

The following section presents information about the printed materials thae.a fibrdry
may find valuable to library sta.ff and patrons concerning the establishment and
operation of a microcomputer environment in the library.

Microcomputer Periodicals and Journals. There are currently in excess of 75 periodi-
cals and journals" dedicated exclusively to the subject of microgomputers. Some of
these are .intended for the miis market, Ikhile others discuss microcomputers within
the framework of a particurgr subject,area or profession. A complete periodical
listing can be found in Attachment 8. For those libraries who have a very limited
serials budget for this type of material, it is recommended that the following three
periodicals form a 'core' or beginning collection. These are:

) INFOWORLD: NEWS FOR MICROCOMPUTER USERS. $25.00/Yr. Weekly.

2) BYTE. $19.00/Yr. Monthly:

1
3) CREATIVE COMPUTIK,. $20.00/Yr. Monthly.

Library Specific Microcomputer Periodicals. The following itwo publications are spe-
cifically intended for librarians and present valuable information about microcomr
puters in the librry. These will be particularly helpful to thos libraries who plan
to, Use microcomputers for 'the automation of library procedutes such as circulation,
etc.

1 ) ACCESS: MICROCOMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES. $11.00/Yr. Quarterly.

2) SMALL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES. $20.00/Yr. Monthly.

Mjcrocorn' puter Literaturelndexing ServiceS'. A traditional problem with acquiring
much of the microcomputer literature was the lack of proper indexing of the
materials. Some of the -more reputable publications, such as RTYE, provided periodic
indexes of materials within the respective magazines. Two quality indexing services
have recently been introduced to the market...' These are:

11

1 ) MICRO...PUBLICATIONS IN R I EW. $56.00/Yr. Monthly.
Vogeler Publishing Company tbk

455 Crossen Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 , f,

[Produces copies of title pages and subject index each month
froin the 61 covered microcomputer periodicals & journals.]
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2) MICROCOMPUTER INDEX. $30.00)Yr. Quarterly.
2464 El Camino Real
Suite' 247
Santa Clara, CA 95051

[Pioduces subject index to 20 microcomputer periodicals.]

Gene ra I Conpute r Indexing Service [ some mic rocompute r re fe rences ]. The following
indexes, are primarily designed to' provide access information about the non-
microcomputer literature. There are certain,materials, however, which do surface in
referenceto microcomputers. It Ls not recommended that these indexes be acquired to
provide access to microcomputer literaturef- but if the libraiy already owns or has
access to these publications, they may' provide limited information.

1) COMPUTER SCIENCE RESOURCES: A GUIDE TO pROFESSIONAL
LITERATURE. ,

Knowledge Industry Publications
701 Westchester Ave.
White Plains, NY 10604

2) COMPUTER LITERATURE INDEX.
Applied Computer Research
P.O. Box 9280
Phoenix, AR 85068

M ic rocompute r Softwa re Di rector ies . The following publications are specifically
intended to provide information abodt the availability of microcomputer software.
Unfortunately, very little of the library processes software, such as circulation,
as been picked up by these directories. They are'particularly helpful, however, in
identifying games, educational programs, business oriented software systms, and com-
puter languages/utilities.

1) DATAPRO DIRECTORY OF MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE. (2 Volumes)
DataPro, Inc.
1805 Underwood Blvd.
Delran, ts11 08075

2) SCHOOL MICROWARE: A DIRECTORY OF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE-)
Dresden Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 246
Dresden, ME 04342

3) EDUCATIONAL
Sterling Swift
P.O.-Box 188
Manchaca, TX

SOFTARE DIRECTORY.
Publishing Company

78652

MICRO MEDIA CATALOG.
K-12 MicroMedia; Inc.
P.04) Box 17
Valley Cottage, 'NV 10989

(Apple software only)



5 DIRECTORY OF MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN EDUCATION.
Gutman Library
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Appian Way
Cambridge, MA 02138
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General Computer Software Directories [some microcon'iNter software references].

1) LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE: A DIRECTORY OF
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
NTIS
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

2) MINICOMPUTER SOFTWARE QUARTERLY.
International Management Services, Inc. dot
70 Boston Post Road
Route 20
Wayland, MA 01778

3) ICP DIRECTORY [6 Volumes]
International Computer Programs, Inc.
9000 Keystone Crossing
Indianapolis, IN 46240

4 DATAPRO DIRECTORY OF SOFTWARE
DataPro, Inc.
1805 Underwood Blvd.
Delran, NJ 08075

5) COMPUTER SOFTWARE [2 Volumes]
Alltech° Publishing Comapny
2122 Cooper Center
North Park Drive
Pennsauken, NJ, 08109

6) APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE REPORTS
Auerbach Publishers, Inc.
6560 North Park Drive
Pennsauken, NJ 08109

7) DATA 'SOURCES
Ziff-Davis Publishers .
One Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016

TECHNICAL REPORT SERVICES: MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

One of the most valUable resources available to the library manager are tech-
nical reports producecj, by indipendent computer evaluation firms. These firms



employ computer hardware and software specialists who publish° reports which present
evaluations and user ratings of .computer hardware and software. Most of these ser-
vices are updated on a monthly basis can pr9vide very current information, including
vendor pricing data.

Firms producing technical reports on microcomputer' 'hardware and software are:

1) Datapro, Inc.
1805 Underwood Blvd.
Delran, NJ 08075

2) Auerbach Publishers, Inc.
6560 North Park Drive
Pennsauken, NJ 08109

3) Benchmark Reports
Association of Computer Users, Inc.
Research and Education Division
P.O. ,Box 9003
Boulder, CO 80301

Each of the reports produced by these companies vary in content and scope. They all,
howeVer, provide information on mog't of the areas described below.

1) Conipany History..Brief information about the company history, policies, and offi-
cers. If the company is owned by a conglomerate, this information is Usually
provided.

2) ,Product Marketing. Provides count of dealers which represent product, numbers of
installations currently sold, and date product was first introduced to the
market.

3) Hardware Descriptions. Provides the reader with an inventory of 41 ceritral
features of the equipment, including, memory components, all attachable
peripheral devices, and information aboUt expansion options and limitations.

4) Data Communications. If the device is capable of communications, information is
provided about the necessary ,hardwaTe and software expansions, protocols
required, and interface capabilities with other types of Communications equip-
ment.

5 ) Software. Detailed information about° ofierating system( s) , programming languages(
utilities, data base management systems, communiCations software, and any
available applications software.

Support Services. Lists Ole available support services pr ided by the manufac-,
turer, including,/documentation training, .terms/cond ions of sale, and warranty
information.

7) Costs: Pricing information for purchase ease/purchase, and maintenance are
usually provided.
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8) User Ratings. When a product has been on the market for at least one full year,
the reports usually list numeric user ratings in areas such as overall satisfac-
tion, ease of use, dependability, maintenance, documentation, etc.

Any library investigating the purChase of computer services, microcomputer or other-
wise, should consult independent technical reports such as those described herein.

USER GROUPS

User groups are computer enthusiasts who. usually share the common goal of sharing
information which will enhance the use of certain types of computers or softwafe.
There are several possible characteristics that a user group can focus on,
including:

1) Specific brand of microcomputer
2) Geographic area (local or regional "clubs)
3) Programming language
4) ProfessionaL interest (medical, law, etc, )
5) Hobbies
6) Applkation software package (VisiCalc, etc.)

The primary reason that user groups continue to grow and expand are (1) to exchange
software between members of the group, (2) provide guidance in the selection and pro-
curement of computer hardware and software, and (3) continuing education. The
library should seek out any groups which might exist in the local area. It is quite
possible that leaders of these groups can assist the library in procurement of equip-
ment, development of a software,library, education of staff and patrons, and
establishment ofiaolicies for the microcomputer center.

User 'groups do have one specific problem area; software piracy'. Commercial develo-
pers are very concerned about the practice by many user groups of purchasing one copy
of a software package and riiaking it available to club members for duplication. This
is, of course, a'concern many distributors and developers of, software will have about
procurement by a library. It is very imporant that the library protect the claim ,

that clevelopersrhave to software copylight. .Piracy of software is the respiibility
of library management personnel.

For additional information about user groups, please consult Appendix 6.

VENDORS

Vendors are a very important source of information about computer hardware and soft-
ware. Unfortunately, the vast, majority of institutional and individual consumers
depend onl vendors for all the itiformation on which a decision is based. IT IS
CRITICAL FOR THE LIBRARY TO BALANCE THE INFORMATION PROVIDED FROM VENDORS WITH
THAT OF MORE OBJECTIVE SOURCES. It is the goal of the vendor to sell the computer
product whether the product is, or is not, best suited for a particular library
environment.



The vendor i. not in a position to determine the best needs of the library; this is

the sole responsibility of the library manager.

M icrocomputer Vendors.

Microcomputer hardware and software is now marketed in a number of different ways.
These include:

Computer Stores. Computer stores are well established as the sales medium for the
individual or hobby computer buyer. These stores are sometimes part of a large
chain, such as ComputerLand and ComputerWdrld, -or are independently owned and
operated. Most computer stores carry several brands of microcomputer hardware and
software, provide training, maintanence, and computer related supplies.

General Merchandising Stores. Many of the large national general merchandise stores,
such as Sears, are begihning to rparket microcomputers. The equipment and software
being heavily marketpd by these firms, at the present time, concentrates on the video
games portion of the computer market.

Computer Companies. Some microcomputer equipment is available only from the local
manuf*turer marketing offices. These are systems primarily designed for the busi-
ness market. Mdst of the sales placed by this type of marketing effort result from
visits to the local business by regional sales personnel and the buyer may never
actually go to the marketing office.

Office Equipment' Dealers. Many established dealers of office supplies and equipment
are beginning to stock microcomputer hardware and software. As with the computer
store, several brAnds of equipMent may be marketed. To date, most marketing
efforts by this group are concentrated on the small business requiring word pro-
cessing, accounting, etc.

Mail-Order. Mail order is continuing to grow in the total share of microcomputer
sales. Both hardware and software products are marketed using both direct mail and
magazine advertising. As with any other mail order purchase, great care should be
taken to investigate the reputation of the distributor before purchasing through the
mail- Some software packages are sold only through the mail.
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PROCUREMENT OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Procurement of computer hardware and software is the point during the entire automa-
tion process where most library managers feel the most anxiety and where most of the
significant mistakes are made. This section attempts to briefly present the recom-
mended steps that every library should perform during the procurement of microcom-
puter hardware and software.

Developing the Systems Plan. Before any vendors are contacted, any advertising
designed, any furniture purchased, or any staff reassigned, the library procurement
team should develop a 'systems plan'. This plan should include, tout is certainly oot,
limited to:

1) Define Installation Users. Determine`exactly what users the,equipment is
intended to serve: This might include children, adults, business professionals,
college students, library staff, etc.

2 Group Access Plan. Depending on the groups assigned, broadly estimate (probably
on a weekly schedule breakdown) the number of hours each group is to have access
to the microcomputer. Great care should'be taken in designing these estimates.
At this point, many differing assumptions by procurement group members will pro-
bably surface. Make time estimates as realistic as possible. This information
will become valuable in determining how many machines will be necessary, the
complexity levels of the machines, and how some grOups may have restricted access
times after pachine access hours are assigned.

3) Group Tasks. For each gioup identified, prepare an inventory of the tasks it is

anticipated each group will perform on the microcomputer equipment. For example,
children will need video games and educational software, library staff will need
indexing software, etc.

4) Software Inventory. Investigate the availability,of the software functions
desired by reading the microcomputer literature, contacting user groups, vendors,
etc. Attempt to attach certain software products to each of the desired group
tasks identified. There will probably be certain tasks for which no suitable
software clan be located. In this case, the tasks must be redefined or eliminated
and corregponding changes made to group access times which were assigned in step
3.

5 ) Software Min imum Requi rements Inventory.
packages identified, prepare an inventory
resources required. For example, a part
require (a) CP/M operating system, (b)
dr,ives, and (d) 80 column printer.

For each of the prefered software
of the minimum hardware and software
icular word processing package might
64K RAM memory, (c) two 5 1/4 inch disk

Develop a Configuration Plan. Once software inventory and minimum requirements have
been established and user access times assigned, prepare in minimum configuration plan
which will be used to interview vendors. [It may be determined that more than one
machine is required. Prepare a configuration plan for each different type of machine
requi`red.]This plan should be organized as follows:

1) Maximum Memory. 'The plan should require internal memory resources sufficient to
meet the needs of the software package with the largest memory requirements.



Vitua Hy all software packages can run in a memory size larger than they require,
but certainly not smaller.

2 Operating System. The plan should designate a prirnary operating system. If cer-
tain software j3ackages require an altertiative operating system, software selec-

_ tions must be modified or additional harde niust be purchased. It may be
determined at this point that two different,types of machines must be acquired
specifically for this reason.

3) External Storage Requirements. The plan must include external storage require-
ments to provide for the software package and/or application with the largest
storage needs. This is particularly true if library procedures such as cir-
culation or acquisitions are to be performed.

4) Peripheral Devices. List all types of peripheral devices required. Where a
peripheral device hat- certain options, specify the options required.

Vendor Inte'ryiews. Identify and interview the vendors which market products suitable
according to the configuration plan. Do not allow the procurement committee to
deviate too far from the plan. Vendors, by design, can be very persuasive. Prepare
an inventory of hardware and software characteristics for each vendor product exa-
mined. Ask the vendor for individual or business references who can be contacted
about the skcific products examined. Do not purchase equipment for which user
references are not provided.

User Interviews. Contact several users and arrange times to visit and discuss pro-
ducts. These interviews should be carefully designed and include the following infor-
mation.

1) Exact equipment and software owned by the user site.

2) Inventory of all hardware expansion options owned by user sit

3) Current staffing levels of automation project; identification of levels of dif-
ficulty for all software operated.

4) Overall satisfaction with equipment and software.

5) Demonstration of input/output of software programs. [Look for ease 'of operation
and number of steps required.]

6) Examine examples of all reports generated.

7) Look for response times durini demonstration; ask user site for estimates of
best/worst response times since purchase. If wide variance exists, what is
explanation in opinion of user site.

8 ;Review any historical losses of data and how recovery was completed. For
6xarnple, number of diskettes that have been destroyed, data lost when CRT screen
locks, etc.



9) Examine history of vendor relationshiop with user site. [Will probably be good;
vendors rarely give out names of unhappy users ]

1) Seek identity of other uss in the local area whicn can be contacted.

11) Review documentation with user; determine problems and weaknesses.

12) Ask user for list of all improvements, hardware and software, wfauser would
recommend.

Technical Reports/Literature RevieW. Narrow the field of possible. riroducts.
Carefully search the literature and technical reporting services for additional
information about each potential product. Should problems or questions surface, ask
vendor for explanation.

Product Selection. Based upon the research, interviews, and costing variables, rank

the top three products under consideration.

Negotiate Contract. [At this point, some libraries will find it necessary to prepare
bid specifications. Should public competitive bidding be required by the library,
the traditional procurement regulations take over from this point forward.] Barter

'with each of the top product vendors. Allow each to make the best cost, supplies,
and training offer. Based upon these offers, award a contract to the appropriate
vendor.

ff

Establishing the Contract. In addition to the traditional library contracting proce-
dures, verify_ that the library is protected as follows.

1) Define each equipment component purchased and the delivery date.

2) Define each software package, including release number, and delivery date.

3) Specify the righefor the library to produce multiple-copies of all
purchased documentation.

4) Define right to upgrade to all new hardware and software releases.

5) Define absolute minimum response time requirements. This is difficult to define,
however, under no circumstances shall the retponse time on an applications
program be in excess of 5 minutes,.on a utility sort in excess of 1 hour.

6) Define right to modify software.

7) Define specific training/education provisions negotiated.

8) Retain the right to modify,software.

9) Define maintenance agreements and specify renewable >option.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE PUBLIC ACCESS.
MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM

The introduction of the public access microcomputer to the library environment pre-
sents new challenges, opportunities, and problems to library, managers and super-
visors. Most libraries that have entered into a public access microcomputer program
have, to date, found public reaction to be positive, pulled in new library users, and
received a great deal of publicity. Managers have also experienced problems with
increased noise, new demands on already burdened public serOce staff members, and
demands for expensive software and hardware enhancements. In establishing the micro-
computer program, it is important that the program be carefully defined, well
planned, properly budgeted, and implemented only after all components of the program
are fully in place and in an operational mode.

,As

Location of the Microcomputer Site in the Li'brary

Location of the microcomputer site plays a very important part in the success of the
program. In examining the various location alternatives, keep in mind the following
factors:

Equipment Requirements. As discussed in.previous sections, microcomputer hardware

operates within specific environmental tolerances. Where possible, the microcomputer
workstations should not he located next to laige windows where the equipment would
recieve direct sunlight, or where-users would experience CRT glare. ,If more than one
workstation and/oi peripheral device is to be installed, site preparation should be
considered from a cost standpoint. Location in an area with easy access to high
grade wiring will ultimately save the library site preparation costs.

Supervision Requirements. The workstations be should be located to accoinplish the
dual purpose of allowing the librarian to prevent misuse of the equipment and
allowing users ready access to staff should problems arise with either the software
or equipment. In those libraries which have microcomputer activities, the librarian
is frequently required to monitor workstation scheduling and prevent patrons from
c i rcumvent ing the signup procedu re.

Noise. Noise continues to be the major complaint against use of the microcomputer in
the library environment. This is particularly true where children and adolesents use
video games at the workstations, accompanied by screams of success or failure. Some

libraries have located the equipment in isolated dreas or rooms of the library to
prevent-distracting other patrons, and other patrons bothering the serious
programmer. The primary criticism of isolated areas is a lack of easy direct super-
vision.

Physical gectirity. One of the precautions which must be exercised in monitoring the

use of the microcoMputer installation is theft and vandalism. Some libraries and
schools who operator microcomputer centers have experienced the theft of micropro-
cessor boards from the inside of the computer and printer cornponentS. Theft of
microOrocessor boards can cost the library thousands of dollars to replace and render
the workstation totally inoperable until repairs have been completed. Some programs
have also experienced the theft of smaller items such as printer daisy wheel ele-
ments, printer ribbons, disk cables. While these are not cotly to replace, theirn.
absence can cause naggirig delays for other serious and more honest library users.

6'3
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Microcomputer Workstation Scheduling

It is a commonly accepted practice to establish policies concerning advance sche-
duling of each microcomputer workstation. User needs may be difficult to determine
during the early stages of the project, but-most users prefer the structure and
dependability of advance signup policies which provide all potential users with
reasonable access to the equipment. While practices do vary from library to library,
the following guidelines, are used by many libraries in the scheduling, of equipment.

Age Restrictions. It is recommended that children 6 years and younger not be per-
mitted to have access to the equipment without supervision of an adult. This is to
protect the child, library, and prevent disturbing other users in the microcomputer
clinic area.

Advance Sign-up Sheets. Once peak demand times have been identified, most libraries
have found it helpful to provide advance signup for those serious users who regularly
use the equipment. This prevents wasted time on the part of patrons and prevents the
library staff from constantly becoming involved in arguments between patrons about

access to equipment. This policy does, however, require the library staff to monitor
time allotments and supervise the smooth flow from one patron to' the next.

Time Blocking Policies. Many libraries cater to a varietysof very different groups as
*part of the goals and objectives of the project. For this reason, it is sometimes
helpful to dedioate tertain blocks of time, usually on certain days, for special
groups of library patrons. For example, many libraries set aside several hours on

each weekday late afternoon for children to play video games or work with educational
software. At times later in the night, blocks of time may be reserved for adults
involved in developing applications programs. Certainly, time may be dedicated
during the regular work hours for library staff to gain access to equipment to per-
form library business or as part of a professional policy.

Use Type Categories. When establishing signup policies and procedures, it is

generally wise to allow users to vary the amounts of reserved time depending on the
type of tasks being performed. For example, it would be wise to allow serious
program developers to sign up in one hour increments. Game players are frequently
restricted to 20 or 30 minutes. It is strongly recommended that signup time allot-
ments be uniform during any designated 'peak' type hours. Another way in which this
type of category access is restricted is by machine assignment. If more than one
machine is owned and operated by the library, certain machines could be designated
for certain types of activites. For example, it is recommended that in a multi-

.
-microcomputer environment one Or more compikers be restricted from use by game
players. This will prevent domination of the equipment by this extrernelV-active
group and prevent the degradation of the equipment which usually accompanies video
game oriented microcomputers.

Management of Microcomputer Software and Documentation

It is not at all uncommon for the library, over a period of years, to iivest "as much
or more money in software as was originally needed to purchase the hardware. In

order to protect this investment, strict policies shduld be established which expli-
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citly define the use and restrictions concerning access to library owned software.
In addition to the obvious problems of careless damage, theft, or loss, the library
does have an ethical responsibility to software.developers to restrict, to the best
of their ability, piracy of software. Piracy is currently the biggest threat to the
.continued development applications software.

Software Storage POlicies. The library consider adopting all or part of the
following, policies.

1) Immediately upon receipt of software from the distributor or de'Veloper, the
library should make a disk to disk, cassette to cassette copy of the program.
The original should be permanently filed in,a restricted off-site location (away
from the microcomputet installation). The copy should then be labeled clearly
with a warning against unauthorized copying- and stored with the' documentation in
a reserve type, non-public access area. Only the copy should be loaned to the
public and staff for' use with the system.

2) All software should be restricted to library use only.

3) Except in those cases where software is used in multiples to perform some speci-
fic task (CP/M + MBASIC + WORDSTAR), only one software package should be released
to a user at one time. Users should be prohibited from passing software disket-
tes from machine to machine. All access to library owned software should be
controlled through the staff software coordinator.

Documentation Storage Policies. Like software, software documentation should be
classified as library use only. If the docarrientation is' a manual or user's guide to
productional software, the doumentation should accompany the software in the micro-
computer reserve area. While the copying of software diskettes is strictly prohi-
bited by law, duplication of written documentation is protected like all other
copyrighted material, and can- be photocopied for petsonal use.

Fee Based Public Access Computer Services

Many libraries are beginning to view microcomputers as another technological contri-
bution that the library should make available to the public for a nominal fee. As

with photocopy and microfilm machines, microcomputers are also available for opera-
tion as a coin operated system. -, One caution should be noted in the°use of coin
operated microcomputers, patrons will and have a 'right to be more demanding of the
quality of hardware and software for which they will pay on a minute by minute basis.
As with photocopy machines, the library staff will 'be approached to intervene whe-
never a patron feels, performance of the miCrocomputer has not been proper. There are
currently twO companies which specialize in assisting libraries establish a fee based
microcomputing facility. These are:

1) MICRO TIMESHARING COMPANY. 20 Ca rmel Ave., Box, 4658, Salinas, CA 93912.
Micro Timesharing uses a somewhat unconventional approach to plaCing micro-
computers in the library. Rather than selling the library hardware or soft-
ware, Micro furnishes the library with one, or more, workstations' consisting
of an Apple II (48K), one disk drive, a printer, and a variety of applica-
tions and systems software. All of this is supplied at no cost to the

I.
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library fi+ith the uderstanding that Micro keeps 95% of the gross receipts'
from the operation of the machine. It should also be clearly understood
that library-administration and staff use would be on a strictly payment
basis, identical with library patron use.

2) COMRJVEND COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 5211 Oxford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19124

Compuvend provides a specialized coin-operated microcomputer table for use .

in the libryy environment. The library can purchase any brand of microcom-
puter andionce attached to the coin-operated table, the receipt of coin or
paper money from the patron initiates a timer and allows the library patron
a, certain number of computing minutes. In order to prevent shutting off the
power at an inappropriate point during the processing of a user program, the
table signals the user one minute before time expires in order to allow more
time to be purchased. One speacial feature offered by Compuvend is a key
operated library staff override feature', allowing the staff access to the
microcomputer without cost

Other Public Access Mkrocomitouter Library Programs

Orientation. Many libraries require that any person using the Microcomputer work area
must attend a library orientation. This orientation should review:

1) Inventory of all equipment intended for public use.

2) Inventory of-all software intended for public use.

3) Identification of library staff available to assist public in the use of the
microcomputer workareas.

4) Library policies.

5 4 Schedu I ing p rocudu re s .

6)* Software piracy.

Continuing Education Programs. Many libraries have incorporated the microcomputers
into the library public education program. Classes ate taught by either library
staff, local community college personnel, or users grour6k. Libraries operating
these programs have offered classes on topics such as programming, use of specific
applications software (VisiCalc, MailingList, etc. ) , how to develop co uter games,
word processing, etc.

Money Making Opportunities. Some libraries are beginning sell computer supplies and
support materials to the public as a fund raising effort ,for either the library or
Library Friends group. This provides income to the libiary and can be a great con-
venience to the microcomputer user. Items for sale could include diskkettbs, user
reference cards for software, pin feed mailing labels, etc.
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Appendix 1: Guide to Microprocessors
In reviewing the hardware product literature, frequent references are made to the
types of microprocessors contained in the device. In order to asiist the library
manager in- examining and differentiating among microprocessor Jeferences, the
following describes each of the types of microprocessors likely to be referenced.
The manager, once informed of the microprocessor types, ca,n question the vendor of
the significances of microprocessor selection in terms of machine computing perfor-
mance and ability.

1) Read Only Memory (ROM). The functions that are to be performed are designed
directly into the hardware. This means that no 'software' is necessary for the
microprocessor to function. The primary disadvantage with this type of memory is
inflexibility. If a design error is detected in the hardware programming, the
microprocessor cannot be altered as could a software driven microprocessor. Used
primarily for CRT character formation, CPU components,-etc.

2) Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM). This is a microprocessor which can be hard-
ware programmed in the field, as opposed to ROM which must be programmed at time

qpf manufacture. PROM processors ire programmed by applying power surges tO cer-
tain processor pins and causing it to fuse either as a '0' or '1'. PROM- can only
be programmed once, , so if .the fuses are set to accomplish a particular purpose,
they cannot be _altered.

3) Erasable Progrananable Read-Only Memory (EPROM). These microprocessors are simi-
lar to. PROM in that theyare electrically programmed. The difference, and the
means.,by which the device can be reprogrammed, is that the pins are not per-
manently altered when programming takes place. They are simply 'supercharged'
with electrical charges which can remain active for years without additional
recharging. .When the function of the microprocessor is to be altered, the
microprocessor is exposed to ultraviolet light and the charges 'seep' from the
various holding pins and the processor can be reprogrammed.

Electrically Alterable Read-Only Memory (EAROM). Like the EPROM, this micropro-
cessor can be reprogrammed. The.primary difference, however, is that the device
does not have to be removed from the computer, completely erased, and only then
reprogrammed. This microprocessor can be altered, selectively, by applying care-
fully controlled maltages to important components of the 'processor which need to
be chanted to' reflect the new instructions. This allows the device to be
reprogrammed while it remains resident in the computer device.

5) Random Access Memory (RAMj. This is a very coMmon microprocessor, used in inter-
nal memory storage components. All actions performed on the RAM microprocessors

-----airdirected by software instructions and this device can easily be subjected to
repeated reading and writing. It has a_majdr weakness, unlike the previously
described technologies, in that it will lose all data stored when electrical
voltage is discontinued.
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Appendix 3: How to Interpret Hardware Produd Literature

When examining.microcomputer hardware product literaturel look for the following
categories of information. In most cases, this information is summarized in the
literature under the heading of 'Specifications'. Use these various categories of
information as the means to compare one prOduct to another'. The specifications pre-
sented for a particular product should be the primary focus of literature evaluation
and the librarian should attempt to not be influenced by the graphics and pho-
tographic qualities of the brochures in selecting a product.

Use- the 'specifications' on page 67 as an example.

Specification Categories to be Examined.

[Identified on the example]

1) Processor., Determine the exact type of processor board. The type of computerr
languages, compilers,. and applications software can be restricted by the use
of certain processor boards. Examine whether the processor you are using is
an 8-, 16-, or 32- bit processor.

2) Bus Standard. It is recommended that the 5-100 bus be required.

3) Disk Capacity. Determine the a) number of disks that can be attached, b) the
technology of disks, and c) the capacity of each disk. Also determine if
additional disk controller boards are required when the maximum disk units
are attached to the machine.

4) Communications Interface. It is recommended that the RS-232-C interface be
required.

5) RAM Storage. Determine the amount of user addressable memory. All applications
software packages will require a minimum RAM memory in which to operate.

6) Power Requirements. Verify that a standard power source can be used. Otherwise,
special physical iite preparation will be required.

CRT Ilisplay Configuration. Determine the type of CRT display formats used. It is
recommended that the standard 24 lines/80 characters display format be
requi-fed. Use of a non-standard display format will restrict the use of
much of the applications software available.

1

[Cl.tegories not identified on the example. List product-literature omissions and
A.Atain additional information from dealer or manufacturer. Very few product
brochures are cornpleted

8) Operating System. .Nierify the operating system softwte supported.

9) Expansion Board Slots. Determine the exact number of expansion board slots
available and ony restrictions on use.

10) Chara'cter Set Supported. Determine the character set supported. It is recom-
mended that ASCII be required.
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Appendix 4: How to Interpret Software Produd Literature

WORD/TEXT PROCESSING
Spellbinder Lexisoft
Benchmark Metasoft
WordStar MicroPro
Spellguard ISA

Spellstar MicroPro
Mince Unicorn
Scribble Unicorn
Wordrnaster MicroPro
Text Writer 111......Org Soft
Tex Digital Res

® 0
$490 $50 2,5,9,4
480 2, 6
440_>/-60 5,9,10
28-5 25 2,5,14
240 30 5.,14
140 30 2,5,10
140 30 3,5,10
1301 40 5,10
120 40 2,5,14
100 50 5

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: All software requires a CP/M operating
systems as well as indicated requirements listed below:

1 Recommended System
CP/M 1.4 or Higher. 48K
Memory.- 200K DuarDisks.
24 x 80 Cursor Address-
able Terminal. 11,2 column
Printer.

2 48K Memory or Higher.
3 56K Memory or Higher.
4 64K Memory or Higher.
5 CP/M 1.4 or Higher.
6 CP/M 2.0 or Higher.
7 CBASIC-2
8 BASK-80' (MBAS1C) 4.51.
9 Signed Liense Required

Before- Shipment .

10 Cursor Addressable
Terminal

11 Requires No Hardware
Modifications

12 Specify Z80,8080,CDOS
13 Supplied in Source Code
14 Compatible Word Text

Processor
15 BASIC-80 (MBASIC) 5.0

or Higher
16 Must Specify Host

Applications Langauge
17 Requires Z80 CPU
18 Price. Includes Two

Configurations
19 May Require UltraSort

or QSORT. r

1 - Software Category
2 -- Software psoddct Name
3 SoftwarDeveloper
4 - Price/Software & Manual

5 -'Price/Manual Only
6 - System Requirement Reference

Numbers
7 - System Requirements References
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Appendix 5: Reading a Microcomputer Hardware Configuration
Schematic

Preparation of a schematic for each computer system under consideration is the best
procedure to use in examining the 'minimum and maximum hardware resource potentials.
This is a very easy procedure"to accomplish and will allow a much easier basis of
comparison between the various hardware products. The examples provided on pages 70
- 72 illustrate the three documents which should be produced by library4staff to
complete a microcomputer system schematic. The IBM Personal Computer (PC) has been
used as a practical example.

Schematic One: Minimum Con f igurat ion. [example , page 70 ]

Prepare a diagram which identifies:

1) Each of the existing hardware resources included in a minimum dOnfiguration.

2) Each of the expansion slots available, and any restrictions or special
features. For example, 'Open Card Slot #2' has a RS-232-C connector.

3) Each special requirement of. the system. For example, one video display must
be attached if applications software using video display commands are used.

Schematic Two: Ex-pansion Card Options Inventory. [example, page 711-

Prepare a diagram which identifies:

1) Each of the possible expansion cards which can be obtained for the system.

2) Each restriction on the use of the expansion cards. For example, ASCII
Communications Card must reside in slot #2.

Schematic Three: Desired Configuration. [example, page 721

Prepare a diagram which identifies the desired hardware configuration based upon the
software and functional needs previously identified by the library. It is at this
point that restrictions on the use of many expansion features might surface. For
example, with only one card slot open, only one additional peripheral device may be

added, or, an existing device or memory must be 'removed.



IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER (MINIMUM CONFIGU

HORN

IBM
-KEYBOARD

5

4

3

[... .. T. T.....

1

10

e

e

-

*NOTE AT LEAST ONE VIDEO DISPLAY DEVICE MUST BE
ATTACHED FOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRING VIDEO
DISPLAY.

1. OPEN CARD SLOT

2. OPEN CARD SLOT, WITH RS-232C CONNECTOR

3. OPEN CARD SLOT

4. OPEN CARD SLOT

5. OPEN CARD SLOT

6. OPEN 16K RAM SLOT

7. OPEN 16K RAM SLOT

8. OPEN 16K RAM SLOT

9. OPEN DISK DRIVE SLOT A

10. OPEN DISK DRIVE SLOT B

11. CASSETTE RECORDER CONNECTOR

- 70 -

TION)



ADAPTER/MEMORY EXPANSION CARD OPTIONS

COLOR1GRAPH
CARD

LIGHT PEN

p Adr..444.11

MONO/PRINTER
CARD

PRINTER
CARD

ASCII COMM.
CARD

DISK DRIVE
CARD

COLOR OR
BLACKIWHITE

MONITOR

IBM
MONO
TUBE

COLOR
T.V

BLACK/
WHITE

TV.

GAME
JOYSTICKS

* de

32K RAM 32K RAM 64K RAM 64K RAM11.

*MUST RESIDE IN SLOT 82.
*ADDED ONLY IN SEQUENCE ADDED ONLY AFTER MK of 18K INCREMENTS

6-4



IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER:
I EXPANDED CONFIGURATION

IBM
PRINTER

IBM
MONO
TUBE

:, wr

[OPEN]

32K RAM

MONO AND
PRINTER

CARD

ASCII
I I COMM.

CARD

DISKETTE
CARD

- 72

CASSETTE
RECORDER

40K ROM

DRIVE
'A'

DRIVE
'B'

*

NEW CONFIGURATION INCLUDES:

1. MEMORY
Imp 1.1 40K ROM

1.2 96K RAM (16K BASE'+ 16K + 16K+ 16K+ 32K) 1.

2. 2 DISK DRIVE (INCLUDES DISK INTERFACE CARD)

3. COMMUNICATIONS ABILITY (INCLUDES ASCII INTERFACE CARD)

4. VIDEO DISPLAY

5. PRINTER

6. CASSETTE RECORDER
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Appendix Computer Clubs and Microcomputer User
Groups

Cibraries should contact these groups to arrange for the exchange of newsletters
and software. Some of the best policy and.manigement information can be
acquired from user groups, and computer socities.

General Interest Cbuter Groups.
'0

Boston Computer Society
Three Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108

Arizona Computer Society
P.O. Box 15623
Phoenix, AR 85060

Atlanta Computer Society
P.O. Box 888771
Atlanta, GA 30357

San Diego Computer Society
P.O. Box 81537
San Diego, CA 92138,

Association 'of Computer Users
4800 Riyerbend Road
P.O. Box 9093
Boulder, CO 80301

North Orange County Computer Club
P.O. Box 3616
Orange, CA 92556

South Florida Computer Group
Fort LaudeKlale Section
P.O. Box 698
Hollywodd, FL 3302,2

Apple Microcompuier Based Groups.

International Apple Corps
P.O. Box 2227
Seattle, WA 98111

San Francisco Apple Core
1515 Sloat Blvd., #2
San Francisco, CA 94132

The Apple Guild
P.O. Box 371
Weymouth, MA 02188



4

Apple M-edical Users Group International
2914 East 'k<atella
Suite 208 \
Orange,CA \ 92667

IBM Personal Computet Based Groups.

Personna
P.O. Box 759
Point Pleasant, NJ 08742

Radib' Shack Based Groups.,

West Oakland Computer Users
1691 Eason
Pontiac, Ml 48054

Chicago TR5-80 Users Group
203 North Wabash

'Suite 2118
Chicago, IL 60601

North Miami Beach Computer Society
1 7400 Northeast 7th Court
North Miami 'Beach, FL 33162

TRS-Nibblers Club
Chabot College
25555 Hesperian Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94545

Operating System Oriented Groups.

CP/M Users Group
164 West 83rd Street,
New York, NY 10024

/user/4roup
P.Q. Box 8570
Stanford, CA 94305

OASIS Users Group
P.O. Box 24.00 ,

Santa Barbara, CA 93120

%re,



I A

Computer Language\ Oriented Groups.

USCD PASCAL Users Group
P.O. Box 1148
La Jolla, CA 92038 \
Nevada cow,* Users Group\
5536 Colbert Trail
Norcross, GA 30092

Other Miscellaneous User Groups.

International Home Computer Users Association
P.O. Box.371
Rancho Santa Fe; CA 92067

,Alpha Micro Users Soc ty
8380 S.W. 151 Street
M iami, FL 33158

Proteus
1690 Wociside Road
Suite # 219
Redwood Clay, CA 94061

Micropolis Users Group
604 SpringwOod Circle
Hunfsville, AL 3580k

4,

Desktop Bay Area User Croup
3200 Hillview
Palo Alto,,CA 94304

OSIO
9002 Dunloggin Road
Ellicott City, MD 21043

Fir-st Osborne Group
P.O. Box 11683-A
Palo Alto, CA 94306-

Intercolor-Cornpucolor Users Group
5250 Van Nyys-Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA .91401

PET Users Group of the Silicon Valley
22355 Rancho Ventura
Cuppertino, CA 95014

-44

I ;
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Dec Hex Binary Char

000 00
001 01
002- 02

003 03
004 04
005 05
006 06
007 07
008 08
009 09
010 OA
011 08
012 OC
013 OD
014 OE
015 OF
016 10
017 11'
018.12
019.13
020 14
021;15
022 16
023:17
024 18
025,19

. 026 1A
02V 1B
028 LC
02a 10
030 1E
031. IF

8 3

00000000 NUL

00000001 SHO
00000010 STX
000000110 ETX
00000100 EOT
00000101 ,ENQ
00000110 ACK

00000111 BEL
00001000 BS

00001001 HT-

'00001010 LF

00001011 VT
00001100' FF
00001101 CR'

00001110 SO
O0001111 SI

00010000 ApLE
00010001 on
000loolo -141c2

00010011 0C3

010100, DC4
90110101 NAK
00010110 SYN

00010111 ETB

00011000 CAN'

00011001 EM

00011010 SUB

Od011011 ESC
00011100k. FS

00011101 GS
(10011110 RS

000111ii US

. . irk
:ON irn las Am Ns. Mt sae sim IMMO 411111 IOW

Appendix 7: ASCII Character Set,

H

032 20
0,33 21

034 2
035 23
036 24
037 25
038 26
039-27

, 041) 28

041 29
042 2A
043 2B
044 2C
045 2D.

046'2E
047 2F
08-30
049 31
050432.

ary

051 33

052 34
053 35

054 36

055 37

056 38

057 39-

00000
ol0000l

ool000lo
ool000lf
00100100
00100101
D0190110
00100111
00101000
00101001
00101010
00101011
00101100
00101101
00101,11Q

00101111
'00110000
00110001
.00110010
00110011
00110100
00110101
00116110
06110111.
00111000
00111001

058 3A 00111010
059 3B 00111011
060 3C 00111160
061.30 00111101
062 3E 00111110
063 3F 00111111

4

Char Dec Hex Binary , Char Delc Hex/Binary Char

sp .064 40 01000000 @ 096 60 01100000 *

055 41 -01000001 A (197 61 01100001 a

066 42 01000010 B 098 62 01100010 b

067 43 01009011 C 090 63 01100011 c

068 44 01000100 D 106 64. 01100100 d

45 01000101 E 101 65 01100191 e

&

,059

070 46 01000110 F 102 66 '01100110 f

'071 4) 01000111 G 103 67 01100111 g

072 48 91001000 H 104 68 01101000 h

.073 49 01001001 I 105 69 01101001 i

* . 074 4A 01001010 J 106 6A 01101010 j

075.4B 01001011 K 107 6B 01101011 k

076 4C 01001100 , 1. 108 6C 01101100 1

077 4D 01001101 M 109 6D '01101101 m

078 4E 01001110 i. N 116 6E 01101110 ..n

/ 079 4F 91001111 0 111 6F 01101111 o

0 080 50 01010000 . P 112 70 01110000 p ,

1 . 081 51 01010001, Q 113 71 01110001 q

2 : 082 52 01019010 R. 114 72 01116010 r.

3 '083 53 01010011. S 115 73 01110011 s
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Appendix 8: Microcomputer Literature

AARDVARK JOURNAL
Aardvark Technical Services
52 South Commerce
Walled Lake, MI 48088

ACCESS: MICROCOMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES
DAC Publications
76475 La Duke Street
Oakridge,13R 97463,
$11.00/YR Quarterly 9277-0784

APPLE
Apple Computer, Inc.
10260 Band ley Drive
Cupertino, CA 95014

APPLE ORCHARD "
s,)

,

International Apple 'Core)
P.O. BoX 976
Daley City, CA 95017

-MSS: THE INDEPENDENT NEWSLETTER-OF HiATH COMPANY COMPUTERS
325 Pennsylvania Ave., SE
Washington, D.C. 20003
$8.00/YR Monthly Heath

BYTE
BYTE Publications, Inc.
70 Main Street
Petersborough, NH 03458

-.119.00/YR Monthly 0360-5280

CALL A.P.P.L.E.
Apple Puget Sounti .Program Libr
304 Main Ave. South
Renton, WA '98055

CLASSROOM COMPUTER NEWS
P.O. Box 226
Cambridge, MA 02138
$12.00/YR Bi-monthiy

COLOR COMPUTING'NEWS
P.O. Box 1192
Muskegon, MI 49443
$9.00/YR Ai-monthly TRS

COMFUTE-
P.O. Box 54.06 .
'Greensboro, NC 27403
520.00/YR Monthly

rY Exchange

1



COMPUTER,DEALER
Gordon Publishing Comany
20 Community Place
Morristown, NJ V7960.
0160-78916

COMPUTER
IEEE Computer Society
10662 Los Vaqueros Circle
Los Alamitos, CA 90702
130.00/YR Monthly 008-9162

'COMRJTER DECISIONS
Hayden. Publishing CoMpany, Inc.
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
$24.00/YR Monthly 0010-4518

COMPUTER GRAPHIC NEWS
NCGA Suite 330
2033 M Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20036

COMPUTER,GRAPHICS AND APPLICATIONS
i IEEE Computer Society

10662 Los Vaqueros tircle
Los AlamitOs, CA 90702
0272-1716

COMPUTER GRAPHICS WORLD
Cygnus Publications, Inc.
54 MInt Street
San Francisco, eA 94103

COMTTER MERtHANDISING
Eastman Publishing Company, Inc.
15720 Ventura Blvd.
Suite 610*
Enc ino, CA , 91436

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Gordon- Publishing Company, ,Inc.
1101 San Antonio Road, Sukte 3
Mountain View, CA 91436
0161-6862

COMPUTER RETAILING
W.R.C. Smith Publishing
1760 PeiChtree Road
kl.W. Atlanta, CA 30357

..
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COM PUT ERS AND EDUCATION
Pergarnon Press, Inc.
Maxwell House
Vairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523
$95.00/YR Quarterly 0360-1315

COM PUT ERS 82
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
Quarterly

COM PUTI NG TEACHER , THE
Computer Science Department
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
$14.50/YR 9, Issues Anrnialy

COM likITRON I CS
20 North PascackRoad'
Spring yalley, NY 10977
TRS

CREATIVE COM PUTI NG
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960
$20.00/YR Monthly 0097-8140

DATA COM MUN !CATIONS
McCraw-Hill, Inc.
1221 Avenue of Amelica
New York, NY .10020
$18.00/YR Bi-monthly 0363-6399

DATA DEC I SI ONS
20 Brace Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

DATA CAST
Wirelist Digital, Inc.
345 Swett Road
Woodside, CA 94062

DATA MANAGEM ENT
505 Busse Hwy.
Park Ridge, IL 600611
$16.00/YR Mointhly*,0148-5431'

DATA SOURCES
Ziff-Davis Publishing
20 l3rac,e Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034,
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DATAMATION
Technical Publishing
666 Fifth -Ave.
8th Floor
New York, NY 10103
$36.00/YR Monthly 00 -6963

DESKTOP COMPUTING
Wayne Green, Inc.
90 Pine Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

DIGITAL DESIGN
Benwill Publishing Corp.
1050 Commonwealth Aye.'
Boston, MA 02215
$.20.00/YR Monthly 0147-9245

DR. DOBB'S JOURNAL (Of Comgiuter
Peoples Computer
Box E
1263 El Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025
$12.00/YR Monthly 0190-1435

EDN .

Cahners Publishers Company
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, MA 02116

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 535
Cupertino, CA 95015
$12.00/YR Bi-monthly

4.4

80 CONTENTS

80 U.S.
80 Northwest Publishing, Inc.
80 U.S. Journal
3838 S. Warner Street

-Tacoma, WA 93409

ELECTRONIC LEARNING
902 SYlvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
617.00/YR Bi-monthly

ELECTRONIC NEWS
Fairchild Piblications, Inc.
7 East 12th Street-
New York, .NY 10003
$22.00/YR Weekly .0013-4937

4

t3

Calisthenics and Orthodontiai

S.
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EL ECTRON ICS
McGrao-l-il I I Building
1221 Avenue of Americas
New York., NY 10020
$18.00/YR Fortnightly 0013-5070

HOM E AND EDUCATIONAL COM KITING
P.O. Box 5406
Greensboro, NC 27403
$10:00/YR Bi-monthly Commodore

I EEE MICRO .

IEEE Computer Society'
10662 Los Vaquerds Circle
Los Alamitos, CA 90702

INFO AG E
211 Consumers Road
Willodale, Ontario, Canada M2V4G8
$20.00/YR Monthly

INFO SYSTEMS
Hitchcock Publishing
Hitchcock Building
Wheaton, IL 60187
$30.00/YR Monthly 0364-5533

I N FOWORLD EWS FOR M I CROCOM WIER USERS
375 Cochituate.Road
Ffox 880
F ramington, MA 01 131

$25.00/YR Weekly 0199-6649

INTERFACE AGE
McPheters, Wolfe, and Johe
16704 Marquardt Ave.
Cerritos,*CA. 90701
$18.00/YR Monthly 0147-2992

a

K I L OBAUD M I CROCOM KITING TO M I CROCOMRJTINC
80 Pine Street
Peterborough, NH 0.3458
$25.00/YR Monthly

L EGAL AU4MATI ON -NEWS
1730 North Lynn Street
Suite 400
Arlington, VI 22209

L I BRARY SYSTEMS : NEWSL ETTER L I BRARY TECHNOLOGY R E PORTS

irnerican Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL- 60611
$50.00/YR Monthly 0277-0288

8 9 le
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LIFELINES
1651 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10028

MICRO THE 6502/6809 JOURNAL
Micro Ink, Inc.
P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01824
$15.00/YR Monthly 0271-9002

MICROCOMRJTER APPLICATIONS
ACTA Press
Box 2481
Anaheim, CA "92804
$46.00/YR,3 times annually (Scholarly)

MICRO COM PUTI NG
Wayne Green,'Inc.
90 Pine Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

MICRO COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
Queue Inc.
5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield; CT 66432
$28.00/YR Monthly

MICROSYSTEMS
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Planes, NJ 07950

MINI -MICRO COMPUTER REPORT
EDP News Services, Inc.
7620 Little River Turnpike
Annandale, VA 22003
$75.00/YR Monthly 0363-7905

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS
Cahners Publishing Company
221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, MA 02116.
$30.00/YR Monthly 0364-9342

NIBBLE AND NIBBLE EXPRESS
Micro-Sparc, Inc.
P.O. Box 325
Lincoln, MA 01773
Apple

PEEK (65)
The Unofficial Users Journal
P.O. Box 347
Owings Mills, MD 21117



PEELINGS II
Peelings II, Inc:
945 Brook'Circle
Las Cruces, NM 88001

PERSONAL COMPUTER LETTER
North American Technology, Inc.
Strand Bldg.
174 Concord Street, Suite 23
Peterborough, NH 03458

PERSONAL COMPUTING
Hayden Publishing Company, Inc.
50 Essex Street
Roam Ile Park, NJ 07662
$18.00/YR Monthly 0192-5490

POPULAR COMPUTING
McGraw-Hil-I, Inc.
70 Main Street
Peterborough, NH 03458
$15.00/YR Monthly 0090-6611

POPULAR SCIENCE
Times Mirror Magazines, Inc.
380 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017
$13.94/YR Monthly 0161-7370

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING
P.O. Box 5406
Greensboro, NC 27403
$6.00/YR Bi-monthly 0164-5846

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS
39 East Hanover
Morris Plaines, NJ 07950
$12.00/YR Monthly 0163-1268

SMALL COMPUTERS IN LIBRARIES
Graduate School of Library 5Cience
College of Education
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
$20.00/YR Monthly 0275-6722

SMALL SYSTEMS WORLD
Small Systems Wqr Id Publishing Company
950 Lee Street
Des Plaines, IL 60016

SATN: -JOURNAL FOR V15ICALC USERS
Software Arts, Inc.
P.O. Box 815
Quincy, MA 02169
$30.00/YR Bi"-monthly



SOFTALK
11021 Magnolia Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601
Apple

SOFTLINE LETTER
365.Z5 Mudge Ranch Road
Coarsegold, CA 93614

SOFTSIDE PUBLICATIONS
6 South Street
M I fotd, NH 03055
$30.00/YR Monthly

SOF-MARC
P.O. Box 8356
Newport Beach', CA 92660

SOFTWARE NEWS INDEX
Sentry Database Publishing
5 Kane Industrial Dr.
Hudson, MA 011749

SOFTWARE REVIEW
Meckler Publishing Company
M icroform,.Review, Inc .
520 Riverside Ave.
Westport, CT 06880
$38.00/YR Semi-annual

SYNC
39 East Hanover
Morris Plaines, NJ 07950

T.H.E. JOURNAL ( TECHNOLOGICAL HOR I ZONS IN EDUCAT I ON )
P.O. Box 992-

,7 Spruce Street
Acton, MA 01720
$15.00/YR 131-monthly 0192-592X

TRS -80 M I CROCOM PUT ER N EWS
Tandy Corporation
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
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